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Introduction
Writing is one of the most challenging things I find myself doing because I need to read,
however, I find it inefficient in effectively sharing the emptiness of my thoughts. How will I ever
succeed in sharing nothing when everyone concerns themselves about everything? Being a part
of everything leaves us with longing that leads us to many different parts and for as long as we
can differentiate between this path and another we are still in longing. Everything leaves me
with a feeling, an experience that nothing can explain, so I ask myself, why do I write? Of the
many answers I get, one of them is that I am a man and men has this idea about capturing the so
called ‘special moments’. Imagine trying to capture everything and save it in a memory of
something or someone because nothing has the memory of everything. It’s that much hectic
because I find it very much challenging and interesting to experience everything, something and
nothing filled with the hope of everything, upset when I can only remember something and feel
empty when I remember nothing. I start to feel like it’s better to remember something than
nothing because everything cannot fit in anything to be stored. My goal is not to write about
everything but to write everything as much as I do not desire to write about nothing but write
nothing. This will remain my goal in this life and the next because I just passed the point of
writing about something to writing something. This reveals to me that progress can be achieved
for as long as I know that everything is perfect and as a part of everything I can work with the
perfect state of everything. Imagine trying to perfect something that is already perfect, it will
either mean that I do not know and in this case I can still learn and get to know or I am ignorant,
another perfect state is expressed in everything.

As a part of everything, I will simply write that part because I know it much better than the
many other things forming everything. Writing a part of everything is also challenging to a point
where everyday words shy away, more like the words are saying, ‘that is a bit too much to be
expressed through me’. I do imagine that words communicate and that is good because they do.
All I mean is that a part of everything that does not write itself will have others write about it and
the challenge with this is inaccuracy. Like writings talking about parts of everything as
everything or talking about a part of everything as nothing. Either way this is also the perfection
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of everything. Imagine someone who is killed before their time, as hurting as it might be,
everything will not die from this unfortunate killing but a part of it. When something happens to
a part of everything, everything learns and learning contributes progress to everything. Why do
we then still have parts of everything highly dependent on other parts of everything? Will it then
be proper to have parts of everything depending on everything? In this way parts of everything
will never be free because the only way for a part of everything to be free is to be everything.
Checking myself I wonder if I am sharing the emptiness of my thoughts or the part of everything
I know because if this is everything or nothing, my objective will be met but my plan failed.
Then I would have to rewrite myself as truthful as I know and maybe then I would progress
towards a better part of everything. What is everything, what is nothing and what is a part of
everything? Everything is existence as I know it but my knowledge of existence maybe different
from yours and that too is perfect. A part of everything is a part of existence, like a human being
or the mountain.

Nothing is the source of everything and it is where everything goes. When I believed
myself to be less capable, I would wait or seek someone more capable to assist me but believing
kept me a distance from trying and without trying I was not learning. Today I look at everything
and find that it came from nothing, so I know where I came from and with the mere view of
where everything is going, I already know where I am going. I then looked at the things I liked
most about everything, the fact that it is perfect and the fact that it learns. So being a part of a
perfect system that learns makes me exactly that. Everything learns so that it can be able to store
all the lessons as nothing, so nothing knows everything. After writing, I will read and I will learn
about views that I hold as a part of everything. Then I will either chose to judge myself based on
this work or simply try to write something better. If I do judge myself in the negative, I have
everything to punish myself and if I judge myself positively, I have everything to reward myself.
So if I cause myself suffering, it’s a choice I made and if I cause my own freedom, it’s a different
choice I made then.

It is the same views I hold about everything and all parts of it that gives me the experience
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I have in life. The blame is mine eventually and the praise is mine eventually as I freely work
myself through this writing and open myself up for a better view of my thoughts. Opening
myself up means everything can view my offering through these words and make their
interpretations. Misunderstanding will lead to inaccurate flow of information until slender or
praises arise or maybe both. However, as a part of everything, I only concern myself with this
part. The other part that concerns itself with another will live to decipher information
deliberately protected by another and learn more about another only to be stuck where the other
could no longer progress with their lessons. Lessons only comes to those who work, those who
dare themselves against the unknown and only those who follow the perfection of everything.
The most crucial point about working and learning lessons is that: when the time is right, support
will come from nothing to support the part of everything that is working until its lessons are
achieved completely. I check myself again and find that I wrote something about everything,
nothing and a part of everything, I will therefore base this writing on this. I find a few but simple
points with this, the importance of work and the importance of support for all lessons and
progress within the part of everything and everything. Nothing is outside existence and carries
the potential of everything, when everything is realized, nothing is fulfilled.

All the differences and turmoil experienced within some parts of everything are relevant.
Some may be viewed as cruel and evil but us being a part of all this must learn and progress so
that such experiences maybe left a distance below us. Mental elevation is a part of everything
that can be experienced by everything. I only found fear to be the one separating a part of
everything from everything. Fear comes to take advantage of those who are alone, blind and
punishing themselves and it provides this lot with more creative methods of torturing themselves.
Fear created many organizations and movements that helps people to feel supported by others
and thereby ignoring the purest support that comes from nothing. This in turn resulted in people
enjoying the fleeting power of being looked upon for help and guidance, thereby discouraging
others from working. Without work, there will be no lessons and without lessons, there will be
no progress. The part of everything that I write learnt this.
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It is not possible to force someone to transcribe their thoughts on paper at the will of
another, for example, artists sign record deals and commit to certain time frames at the will of
the record owner. The work will not reflect the true artist’s touch as it will lack in liberty. The
things I write may take me a week but I will not write another thing even when given a year to
prepare at the will of another. I therefore offer something for my reading appetite, not because of
another.
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Nothing
Nothing is creation before the beginning of existence, so it is the seat of existence, the
place that existence call home. It is as mighty as every part of everything has imagined it to be,
however creation base itself on six principles and these principles are of much interest to me in
this writing. I found the very principles to be the bases of my existence and to learn more I need
to engage the principles for myself. I speak of creation and existence, everything and a part of
everything. Now I break it down for a broader view, everything is in existence because
everything exist, so everything is existence and I use the words interchangeably, it gives me
more. A part of everything is the individual things that make up everything, these things are a
part of existence because they exist. Creation can be summed up as everything and nothing or
existence and none-existence. So what was before everything existed? Nothing was, so nothing
created everything employing the six basic principles of creation. The six basic principles of
creation always have three elements to manifest everything, these elements created systems and
the smallest things within these systems. It is sound, work and light. Everything in existence
comes from the combination of the three. However, for the three elements to be manifest into
everything, creation goes through the four stages of birthing. The four stages of birthing are
work, discovery, support and balance, in the whole of existence nothing can ever be truly
independent without having gone through these four stages. I however chose to write the six
principles of creation of which I have simplified for my everyday writing and conversations as
the basic principles of self-realization.

Nothing is everything before everything can be known by anything and so because nothing
knows everything at this level, everything can be considered the potential by all things at this
point. Viewing it as a potential gives me something to work with because that’s all I need,
something from nothing to do everything I need to do. To find something to work with from
nothing requires me to go into nothing to find it or better yet I will need to be nothing to find it.
Many people hold on to things that other people found from nothing as people are afraid of being
nothing themselves. When a person becomes nothing, it’s the only time a person faces
everything. I mentioned in the preface that everything cannot fit in a single man’s memory, the
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attempt to fit everything into a single man’s memory leaves people insane. Of cause, insanity is a
part of everything, a consequence of reaching nothing and trying to make sense of everything.
However, some people will become nothing and find something from nothing, use that thing to
create or do everything they ever needed to do. So every part of everything will bring something
from nothing each, if they are willing to become nothing. The parts that never bring anything
from nothing are like failed memories. Anything found from nothing will have the three basic
elements of creation: sound, work and light. I find many good reasons to become nothing as I get
to understand that the bright star was nothing at some point and now a bright star. Discouraging
other from learning or being nothing is also a part of everything, the good to the ugliest are a
necessary part of everything as they all came from nothing.

The slave and the master is a necessary part of everything, even the liberation of the slave
and the fall of the master is a necessary part of everything. The thing I gather from this writing so
far is that nothing is a good point to start from, I know myself as a part of everything, I must also
know myself as nothing. So that I can learn and understand something about being a part of
everything. The funniest question would be where do I start if I want to become nothing? Why
start somewhere, start from nothing. Some people might view a state of nothing as giving up all
your belongings, being poor and living by the mountain side without food. Some might view it as
complete surrender to a certain course they consider good. If all these views makes you to start
from nothing, then you got it. The truth is, you will know when you start from nothing because
you will have something to create. Nothing takes me through everything using something I found
from it, here I learn how to use what I found from nothing. The situations means nothing is the
utmost teacher in creation and the thing I find from nothing is a lesson about creation because I
will use this thing to create myself. Well, If I was asked to choose from everything, I would have
probably have chosen money, a house, a car or something else that is a part of everything.

However, nothing treats everything the same and gives everything the same thing, a lesson.
Not just a lesson but a lesson that will help me create myself as a part of everything, so that I can
achieve everything I ever needed myself. Imagine when I have created myself as everything I
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ever needed. I imagine if all the parts of everything were to become nothing and find something
from it to create and do with at will. Also if everything was once nothing then every part of
everything has been nothing at some point, the great people we know and the lost legacy of the
once great, so what is exactly happening with all of this? The answer is simple but not easy,
existence is dived into three and for me to understand this whole categorization I follow a
strategy I found from something that I received from nothing. Existence is categorized into the
past, the future and the present, so I must know who I am in the past, in the future and in the
present. It does not mean that I have to go backwards to find my past and I don't have to look
around to see my presence, however, the future never changes, it is always ahead as the past and
the present. I start from the past ahead of me then go to the future and then live in the present. I
now know it for a fact that I have been nothing because everything comes from nothing and I am
a part of everything. The state of everything is perfect and I am a part of it, so it means I am
perfect. Everything has a past, a future and a present moment, it therefore means that I also have
and I must learn and know my past, my future and my presence.

All these things are work from nothing, so the reason of continuous creation is also
revealed as everything must learn from nothing. I can now say that I understand why I have to be
nothing if I need to be everything. Being something is only good for everything that was once
nothing. So where do fleeting things come from, lies are like something that is trying to be
nothing amongst everything. If something poses as though it came from nothing whilst it did not,
it does not last long. In the midst of laziness, people do not work and as a result they forge things
from other things and act like it came from nothing. This result of laziness is called ignorance of
which it is a part of everything, however, it is used to fake things from everything and act like
those things came from nothing. So ignorance is real but all its outcomes are not. It also remains
a valid point to query if sickness came from ignorance or nothing. To find out correctly about
this, I look at the cause of sickness and I find that it result from ignorant behavior, whether the
behavior is dumb or intelligent, if it is ignorant, it will yield fleeting results.

If you are not interested in nothing, do not interfere with those who are interested because
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you value being interested in something. In simplicity the one who is interested in nothing is
interested in everything and the one who is interested is something is interested in one thing.
Nothing is the only thing, it is not one thing and something is a part of everything, it is not the
only thing. When nothing manifest, the past of everything is revealed and I will start there first. It
is therefore the principle of need that guides and govern me as I am nothing.

I feel the need to follow my feelings even when it is most difficult. My feelings are a form
of communication and if I am to speak of effective communication, I have to start here. So need
leads me to do work, work I need not understand beforehand but be fulfilled by achieving.
Becoming nothing does not make sense, so I do not feel the need to make sense of things I am
working on but feel the need to work on these things for the feeling that fulfills me.
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Did I feel the need to exist, did I work, did I balance and realize
myself?
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The past
In the past I find the first thing that is done by creation, it has to work to fulfil the need it
feels as nothing. What did the past have to work with in the beginning? It only had sound, which
is feeling and light which is balanced feelings. So the past worked as sound to manifest as light.
The work was so that nothing can know and learn from itself, I then looked at what is sound,
what is work and what is light. Sound signals and instruct work through feelings, it is basically
the communicator. Work is an act of fulfilling a certain communique that came as instruction
from sound as feelings. Light is the manifestation of sound through work, so light works and
communicates to express balanced feelings. At this point I do not have a problem viewing myself
as light, however I need to know how it happens. More especially the fact that light works and
communicate, it reveals that light is a complete part of nothing. I work and I communicate,
however, I have to realize these abilities from within. Work here goes beyond waking up for a
nine to five job and communication is beyond talking. Sound is not noise, unless I fail to
understand it and this has nothing to do with volume.

The past I write is mine to read, if it is read by another, I suggest to avoid acts of ignorance
like treating my lessons as universal. This work will be a success if only it teaches me how to go
from nothing to everything and teaches another person nothing. Every other individual must
learn from nothing, so if others learn nothing, I rejoice because individuals will find something
from nothing that will get them to everything. For as long as the past is behind me and my future
ahead of me, I still have a lot of work to do. If my past is ahead of me and my future ahead of
me, I still have a lot of work to do, however my position is true. If my past is right here and
known to me and my future right here and known to me, I will have achieved my goal of
knowing everything about me and only then will I live be in the present moment.

The present moment is created by the knowledge of the past, the future and the present.
How would I be in the present moment if still have to go to the past or the future for some
answers? So time travelling is a thing for learners, the travelers who seek answers from here and
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elsewhere, using something they learn from nothing to gather knowledge from everything to
fulfil their own goal are not in the present for they would have their past, future and present at
once. My past also suggest that every other individual part of everything is light, actually this
brings me to the point, everything is light. In the future I will find the very light at a more grown
or intense level, so the past is dense light and the future is lighter light, the present moment is
pure light. Pure light is light in its perfect state. For example, in science the past would be the
solar level, the future would be the galactic level and the present moment would be the universal
level. The present moment is a point where everything about the individual part concerned is
known. It is truly a point of knowing, ignorance is found in the past, however, one cannot fully
realize anything if still living in ignorance. Those who are ignorant will find it difficult or
impossible to learn from nothing and therefore will not realize their past. All pointers suggest
nothing as the starting point, a point where everything is buried as potential waiting to be
discovered as something that will be realized through work into everything.

When I first heard about time travel, I imagined a scenario where I would travel to a certain
place to experience life as a younger version of myself. Little did I know that my past was right
ahead? The past is only ahead for me because I started from nothing, starting from something
would only place me in a predicament because I would have done so based on ignorance. The
very thing I would have considered mine to start with would have been someone else’s thing.
With the very same behavior of ignorance I found many other interesting attempts on progress
without having to go start from nothing. Some individuals promised others some things, only if
the others remain loyal in a certain way. I then ask myself, how could a part of everything
promise another part of everything something? I found that nothing can promise and deliver
something to everything every time, and that is a lesson that lead to knowing. A part of
everything will have to behave ignorantly to upset the flow of things from nothing to everything
so that they can offer a part of everything the opportunity to claim something they did not
receive from nothing. This is the source of chaos, a simple outcome of ignorant behavior.

In the past, there is also a huge challenge with interference. There is natural interference,
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something that dense light must deal with and orchestrated interference something that seek to
derail dense light. So all these lessons from the past are never wasted as they contribute knowing
to everything I have become. The past has so much been interfered with that we started to
believe that light beings exist elsewhere in a higher realm, failing to realize that we are the light
we seek from others. Taking advantage of others is actually blind interference as it does not even
help the individual taking care of another. The pain and strife I experience is of my own doing
and the situation will not change until I chose to liberate from it. To think that another will
liberate me is another form of blind interference, every individual is working their way from
nothing to achieve everything. The experience of waiting for another is a wasted memory, hence
the past proves that thinking fails and knowing prevails. Thoughts process knowledge because it
is already there and inactive thoughts starts searching for ways to survive but without any
success, only find ways to interfere with other people’s journey of creation through thinking.
Think nothing and succeed in accessing the knowledge of everything, think of something and
suffer the limitation of one thing. Nothing around us inspires the knowledge of everything and
everything around us inspires the knowledge of one thing, which result in the very situation we
do not like about everything we created from everything around us. When others respect great
thinkers, I pay homage to great learners. The entire world suffers from activities of great
thinkers, every now and then great learners provide solutions from knowledge they gain.
Mathematics and science, politics and philosophy all came from great learners and are
continuously corrupted by great thinkers.

The core lesson is that I have what I need, so why should I struggle trying to create what I
do not need because I will struggle maintaining it. So it becomes a struggle on top of a struggle
on top of another struggle forming what is basically known as lies. When one cannot keep up
with their struggles anymore, they fall back to their true nature and this is where we say the lies
are revealed. Lies normally collapse violently and the truth too will violently come out when
suppressed for a long time. The outcomes break hearts, families and friendship but this is the best
outcome of such situations because the truth must prevail. All this, result from not knowing our
true nature, so we try to search but find ourselves searching at the wrong places. Imagine a
scenario where the sea or mountain was living a struggle on top of another, when the lies break
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and their true nature reveals, the outcomes are very devastating. It is so because truth prevails.
When an individual part of everything wakes up to the realization of who they really are, the past
is fulfilled because only individuals who know themselves have a future. I therefore came to my
past for the realization of self, I too need to move on to learn about my future.

I have to know how to work myself in the past, know how to discover myself and know
how to balance or have a perfect view of myself in the past. So I dedicate myself to the learning
process. Those who are dedicated in guiding others in the past only contaminate other individual
journeys with their experience of the past. Only nothing will teach everything how to work the
past and the future until the presence of everything is realized.
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Working the past
Work is the only way for everything to manifest, it all started in the past revealing
something I found from nothing. Imagine working without knowledge, this means even the
things I find I doubt, I don't understand to a point where I only rely on truth. Each time I did
good work, I would be fulfilled and each time my work was incorrect I would suffer. I soon
realized that true and correct work liberate me and fleeting work frustrate and leave me
struggling because I do not need to create based on my struggles, I base my creation on liberty so
that only the truth may prevail. My work is now channeled by my feelings only because it is the
only way for me to know that my lessons are true and correct. I do not desire to be a great thinker
but a great learner as my work here is to learn from the past. As harsh as some of my lessons are
in the past I still have to learn from them. For example slaves and masters are not true, parts of
everything may work to serve each other but this mutual relationship is only possible with those
who are able to serve themselves. The situation becomes true as no interference will take place.
If everything worked no part of everything would create from something, everything would
create from nothing. Growing up I thought it were no longer possible for our generation to bring
things from nothing because I thought those who brought the things I knew were great thinkers.
However, starting from nothing taught me to stop thinking and work my lessons. I learned to
process my thoughts from nothing and draw from there something to create. The privilege of
working from nothing to realize the presence of everything does not entail suffering, however
failure to work result into suffering. Nothing knows everything, so if I am working on something
and getting it wrong then nothing says, ‘its wrong, work until you get it right’.

My good feeling will not fulfil, liberation will not come until I do the correct and truthful
thing. Only I know when my work is correct and true, if it is not, I continue working on it until it
becomes true. The continuous work in the past does not entail suffering, only incorrect and
fleeting outcomes bring discord and suffering. Now imagine people working from something and
celebrating their outcome, fulfilled and rewarded by those who commissioned the work. Why
don't they suffer because their work does not come from nothing? They will not suffer because
they are not working from a point of truth, more especially a point of their own truth. The
struggle of picking something to work with from everything is bad enough because it’s not based
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on truth and now imagine working and creating from the very same thing that brought struggle.
The ignorant fail to know because they are yet to become nothing and learn how to create from
there. So the struggle on top of a struggle will collapse because its lies and the truth of the
original thing will remain. My course in the past is to realize who I am and I can only realize this
through my own work. The races are aligned in creation, animals and the rivers so that creation
must flow to fully realize the presence of everything. Based on this alignment, some created a
struggle superiority and inferiority that led to systems of rule that portrays masters and slaves
with many other struggles such as religion.

It does not matter how long the struggle continues but the truth will prevails and all the lies
will collapse. Nothing can free a slave, those who work from nothing for the elimination of the
slave and master setup become an inspiration to the slave and the master. Soon the slave and the
master will become nothing and journey towards the presence of everything in harmony. It is not
the lack of employment or money that leads to poverty, employment is not work, money will not
fill the gap for not working. Poverty is struggle created on top of another struggle, it is not vital
and only work from nothing will liberate people from poverty. Work is discouraged in many
ways through interference by those who do not know nothing, holding onto the reigns of power
and demanding submission. Instilling fear amongst every other individual and claiming to own
everything, ’an impossible achievement because nothing owns everything’. Those who do not
know nothing are holding onto power that is created through the struggle of another, true power
will prevail and all these lies will perish. Fear has been the engine that drives the empires of
power hungry individuals, they are powerful in the faces of those who do not know nothing. Fear
is based on struggle and struggle is based on ignorance, soon all these lies will collapse giving
way to the truth.

If I blame others I should be able to take a blame and if I praise others I shout be able to
enjoy some praises. However, creation does not take a blame or enjoy praises, creation works
with the blame the same way it works with the praises. Creation is working on its course, it does
not matter whether people praises and adore the work of creation, it remains on course.
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Commonly people want to be praised for a job well done but creation is after fulfilment. The
feeling of fulfilment does not come from earnings or some other kind of benefit, it is the benefit.
Even with all the love I have for humanity, it is not possible for me to work for them. I am able
to share the money, the assets and the time I earn through my work but I cannot share the
fulfilling feeling of being able to do this. Even with sharing the money, the time and the assets, I
cannot give them to another. I am only able to share my time with those who have time it’s the
only difference from my money and assets because I can only share with those I feel like sharing
with. Even if I wish to share my time with you, it is impossible if you do not have the time to
share. Only work can earn an individual some time. If you work for someone, you are only
earning that person more time to share with people when he feels like it. I write about work like
its mystical and special to be achieved by a chosen few, it’s not like that. I am not talking about
work based on someone else’s instruction, I am talking about work based on your own
instructions.

Suffer because you misunderstood your own instructions and liberate because you execute
your own instruction very well. This does not mean we cannot work with others in harmony,
work only loses meaning when you work for others. An engineer will always need to dress up, so
the work of a tailor is always required. A supermarket will always need cashiers, so the two need
to work together and not one for another because the balance will be lost in that way. Soccer
players must work with the team for mutual success. In this way there will be no need to
motivate employees because employees will not exist. Every stake holder will be fulfilling
themselves as they fulfil the unit. Nothing is superior to work, so everything must work to
maintain the harmony and the continuous flow of existence. Only things that do not work come
to an end, the only reason for a world to come to an end will be because of not working. Nothing
unleash the end to the sluggish and the struggling only for the truth to maintain a positive flow of
creation. In my view, it is fowl to instil fear to others when you become fearful because if you
could work on your fear the truth would prevail and knowledge would reign. Our suffering
should come from our effort of seeking nothing to work with and our liberation should come
from working with everything.
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Work rewards us with knowledge and the time to apply our knowledge, what more would I
ask for after knowing and having time to use my knowledge. Other people do not have neither
the knowledge nor the time to reward others, so they reward differently from work.

20

Discovering past
The greatest discovery in the whole cosmic realm is that of self, knowing myself help me
to know everything I need to know. For example I would know how my body process certain
foods if I know myself and this would help me avoid food that frustrate my body when eaten. It’s
very interesting to know that I have discovered something but cannot yet see what it is. We are
born to discover who we are and when we journey on our quest, we are taken straight to nothing,
to learn how it all started. It’s more like creation hid everything from us with the will to either
find it or not. My option here is to either live thinking I am completely whole or journey through
creation to know that I am completely whole. I have already highlighted the consequences of
thinking versus processing thought already. Living in the discovery phase of creation without
knowing ourselves causes us to create from other people’s discoveries. This is the cause of
struggling and frustration and the only way out is to journey through creation starting from
nothing. Now that I am here having discovered self, what is my situation, how do I feel about it?
I find that self is blind and this is the source of all the ignorance transpiring here. Self here is
blind to realize who he is but can physically see other things, things he does not understand and
keeps on thinking that a supreme generous but punishing being is providing. This struggle led to
the thinking and comparing things, good and evil, beautiful and ugly and so forth. Dividing the
oneness of everything and categorizing the harmony of co-creativity. This kind of thinking leads
self to chaos because self does not work, so he fails to know and without knowledge everything
perish. This is the bases for the end of existence pertaining to a sluggish self. The end is destiny
for the sluggish self and eternity a destiny for the working self. It is impossible for an individual
to bestow the end of another individual, however an individual bestows the end of everything for
himself.

So it is not conducive to create from a level of ignorance and because I come from nothing,
I work and process my thoughts to reveal the positive flow of creation. This discovery of self is
very important in the process flow of creation as it is the first point of nothing to be express as
something. For the very first time nothing exist but it needs to know itself in existence. Self
cannot see nothing but self can see another and this means more work must be done from
nothing. This is why people say, ’you cannot see your own flaws’, so self has found a need for
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another self. In many ways we try to fill this gap and it’s all good, make friends, family,
colleagues and the many other selves we need. This is fleeting when based on ignorance and
vital when based on knowledge. The feeling of needing another at this point destabilizes self and
without knowledge, self struggles and frustrate down a destructive path. This destructive path
may lead self to end everything for himself unless he makes means to work. The nice thing is
that if self continues work from here he is progressing forward because he created himself from
nothing. It’s different from the point where he had to start from nothing. Now he continues
through nothing to create the other that he needs. I imagine people without knowledge trying to
save each other, their thinking is mostly concerned about saving their bodies.

However, knowing only concern itself about learning, even from the ignorant activities of
self, knowing learn. Upon a closer deduction, I find that we are at a very critical point of
creation. A point where we break things if we so choose and we can make things from nothing if
we so choose. Working for me is of utmost important because what I create today will be me for
eternity. If I fail to work everything end for me eternally, what would I become if I fail to work
and create the way I need to become. Becoming nothing is always something to become,
everything and only everything can go back to nothing. So when an individual becomes nothing,
it is only a pathway to becoming everything through proper thought processes. Ignorance thinks
it can become nothing and know everything without becoming everything, an unfortunate act of
thinking. I already spoke about the clear process of becoming nothing then everything and finally
nothing. It is not surprising that thinking continuously fails to create from nothing because it
finds it easy to create from something, an unjust act in the flow of nature. The discovery of self is
so limited in view that it concludes everything is discovery and all the work that led to their view
of everything result from a super powerful being specially residing in a higher place.

This is basically because everything invisible to discovery does not exist, however many
views are continuously born in the discovery level because some individuals become nothing and
work towards becoming everything. These individuals have something to offer from nothing and
individuals residing in the discovery level get inspired to work. Everything from nothing is light,
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this light is invisible to the individual who view discovery as everything. This is because all
thought processes transform sound into light. In simplicity, nothing is unrealized light and
everything is realized light. A common characteristic of light is that lower frequency light is
always drawn to higher frequency light because higher frequency light inspires lower frequency
light. This inspiration is normally called attraction and it is good because it triggers lower
frequency light to work. The discovery level express dense light, normally considered third
dimensional beings, from men to the rivers and the mountains. This is lower frequency light that
lack the view of itself until it gets the inspiration to work, become nothing and rise to become
everything. Knowing reveals the truth about some well-known discouraging acts. Categorization
of people result from ignorance because these individuals think, darkness is misunderstood, and
it is only dense light or unrealized light. Every individual is walking their own path, it does not
matter how much I love you, I cannot work for your realization. Unity is the only way that we
can work together, nothing works for everyone. It does not matter what other individuals think
because thinking is a fleeting process. Fear exist only at this level of creation and keeps many
individuals away from the journey of self-realization. This is only fear of the unknown, if
individuals knew something, they wouldn't fear nothing.

In the positive flow of creation, upon the successful discovery of self, nothing is here to
support. It is more like the mirror image is required for nothing to view itself through something
in existence, it cannot view itself through nothing. The discovery needs another discovery to
view so that it can know itself. The journey from nothing through work to discover something is
now known by the individual part of everything, however, it remains a challenge because the
individual part of everything lack the knowledge of thought processing. The whole work starts to
feel like a back and forth situation without progress. As already pointed out, when beings in the
discovery level work from something that someone else found, it can only be the bases of
inspiration that lead that being to start from nothing. The nature of everything is that it can only
be fulfilled by knowing as it is the only way to liberate from other things.
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Supporting the past
This time the individual discovery does not have to become nothing because it is already
something, so nothing support the individual discovery to create another individual discovery. If
the individual part of everything knew that it has discovered itself now, it would be motivated
but because of the lack of knowledge, the whole progress is viewed as suffering. Total support is
necessary and it can only come from nothing and an instruction for new work is issued. From
nothing another self is created through work, exactly the way the first self was created. It is this
other self, needed by the first self for awareness and support. Creation is always true, when an
individual part of everything work, it receives support equaling the total part worked. If this was
not true, the first discovery would collapse upon attempting to further the work already done and
nothing would fail to express itself in existence. I imagine that people are correct to say that we
are born with a gift and this is the point where the difference is made. We are all born into the
support of everything and the support is here because it expect us to work and realize our other
self. Only those who work from this support level will proceed to realizing the other self. Every
individual part of everything was first nothing and discovered itself, that is rebirth or
remembering, however it is not complete remembering but a part of it. That is why nothing fully
support the first self so that it can discover another self.

Support will not be there forever, work must be done to reach a level of independency
where the individual part becomes everything it needs to survive. The unfortunate activity is
when someone or something takes advantage of self when self is overwhelmed by work. This
kind of intervention is mostly viewed as divine or fortunate but it is not natural. Self will start
receiving support from someone or something causing a struggle on top of another struggle. This
is where rituals, submission and worship comes from, the thing providing support loves power
and it derives it from other things. Power is real and true power comes from nothing. So one
person will need many people to do rituals, worship and drive them to submission as a way of
instilling fear. Only the fearful can revere someone or something because they lack knowing, if
you continue work under the support of someone else, they seek to benefit from your work
thereby creating more struggle for you. We are already clear that creating from something only
create fleeting moments that soon comes to an end. The end famously spoken by the creators of
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struggle and fleeting moments is true but it’s not the end of everything in existence, it is the end
of everything for them. So they encourage the captives to work so they can postpone the end
with another fleeting moment. This version of the story is considered the truth by those who are
living in ignorance. True natural creative work need not reverence, worship or rituals because it
is self-sufficient. It only needs to work to fulfils itself, there is no part of it smaller than the other.
Support is a principle it employs towards its own realization and ignorance is discovered during
the discovery phase. So even the fleeting moments are true lessons in the greater scheme of
creation. There’s no lesson that is not true in the journey towards self-realization for anything in
the whole of creation.

Creation itself does not happen in reverse, the concept known as falling is the practice of
ignorance by knowing individual parts of everything. This creates guilt, guilt will eventually lead
to fear and anxiety, fear and anxiety result from the lack of knowing. In this case its caused by
breaking one thing and trying to fix it with another broken method, the string of broken things is
lies and to undo a string of lies with lies leads to the end. The knowing gets buried deep within
the so called falling person in the pursuit of power through lies, a classic act of creating chaos.
Chaos never amounts to everything it fates as soon as it fails to sustain against the truth. From
nothing work was done and then self was discovered, I am here as nothing to discover another
self so that nothing can view itself in existence as existing. I imagine the very process being
fulfilled by creation in supporting self to find another self is the process parents must play in
supporting their children in finding themselves in the level of parent child relationship.
Everything simulate natural creation, support cannot be demanded in creation but earned, it
should also be earned everywhere in human relations. I have not yet found in the principle of
creation where respect for another is key than respect of self to creation and self-realization.
Respect is key to self as brought by the responsibility of knowing, it can only be earned in this
way.

The respect that we deal with in our world is based on material achievements and quickly
fades away when the material fades away. Support and respect are sometimes ignorantly
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demanded from other people for selfish fleeting elevation and power. Selfless support is not
difficult, take the relationship between Earth and its sun, a reliable natural support, it is complete
support. I however know that Earth is supported so that it can realize itself on another level. If
Earth fails to work effectively and progress in the presence of this sun, it will perish when the
support moves on to other working individual parts of everything. The support is forever there
but time based for everything because everything flows from nothing to everything. Sound is
timeless and support light of which is time, work is the constant factor within creation that helps
manifest light or time. So the support from nothing is time based on the thing being supported,
however it is found to be different in human beings where the support is time based on the
availability of the supporter. Human beings in the discovery level cannot be everywhere at once
and human beings die. Sometimes a child will need the support of their mother but find that it is
not possible because she is dead. So the human beings support system is based on ignorance as it
is fleeting. If the child quickly learns that he must learn from nothing, he then gains complete
support from nothing and will never feel the need for the parent’s support. My lesson is therefore
to never enjoy support from others who are in need of support from nothing. Is support love,
money, clothes, shelter, friendship, family or work? With a closer view support is found to be all
of this whilst it remains none of this.

When do I then start to believe in nothing for progressive creation? Creation does not
require me to believe in it, it only requires me to know it. Knowing nothing and knowing
everything is knowing creation and there will never be no reason for fear or anxiety about any
other thing in creation. Creation is so fair that everything it present me is all that I can deal with.
Magic, illusions and many other fleeting acts come through the fear gateway and when they find
that I have not this kind of gate, they melt. They were to deal unfairly, presenting me with
something that will confuse me. They quickly realize that they are the fearful ones because I am
not and they call me mystical. All the misunderstood things are not tempered with by the fearful
ones. Knowing true support is the key to true liberation as all the fleeting magicians will be
discouraged and disappear.
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Balancing the past
Nothing works out to something and something works out to everything, the discovery of
self and the other self in the past is everything. Now self is balanced by the other self not by
nothing, it is free and independent because it has fulfilled itself. It can now enjoy the fruits of
working which is the benefit of knowing. Now self knows who it is, what it is, where it came
from, why it is here and works on finding out where to from here. It knows who and what it is
because it looks on the other self and see its complete mirror image, communicates with the
other and find that it is itself and not another. It knows where it came from and why it is here
because it worked itself out to something that was discovered to be self and quickly realizes that
it is here to learn from itself through work. It already learnt that to know where to from here,
only work will provide those kind of answers. There is no other gateway to the other self than
through self, any other way will cause unnecessary struggle and frustration. An actual mirror in
our world fails to show an image of the other self but imitates the process of self and the other
self. The balance brought by the other self does not only constitute the view of self but
everything else that self would ever need. The support from nothing left because self was now
balanced by everything it is, it will never need nothing for as long as it stays balanced in the past.

The other self is not superior to self, it is self and is a complete support of self as much as
self completely support it. There is no need to revere self but to completely know it. The absence
of the other self would result in a fall back to the discovery level where fear and anxiety reign as
a result of ignorance. Independency means self and the other self no longer depend on nothing
but on each other which is myself. Self-realization is a journey towards the realization of myself,
a complete entity in the past. This means I now completely rely on myself, follow myself, guide
myself, protect myself and grow myself. Not in an arrogant manner that will interfere with other
individual parts of everything on their own journeys. Knowing does not break things, knowing
promotes working together harmoniously towards a much better realization. For the first time,
this is the point where I started understanding why I had to go through all the trouble of
becoming nothing in the face of everything. I know now why I stopped doing other people’s
bidding even when it seemed to close serious financial benefits and negatively affecting those I
truly love and care about. I was never sufficient to take care of myself, the worse joke was my
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attempt to taking care of other people. How would I guide others when I failed to guide myself? I
was very uncomfortable with completely relying on other individual’s work to guide myself,
even worse imparting such guidance to others as my own. However, the work of those who
worked before me, inspired me and I worked towards my own realization. Today I work again
from no material to gain balanced material things because I have learnt to work from nothing to
something that is completely balanced. Basing everything I do in the natural principles of
creation is my way forward as I will not break any other thing during my creation. I worked on
self and the other self so that I could have myself working for me. I work on my material things
from nothing, so that my material things can work for me. So for every vital thing I will ever
become, I have to work first. For eternity everything I ever attain benefits nothing with lessons
and knowing and this is the only way for me to become nothing.

When balanced, working with others become interesting as other individual parts of
everything do not know my course but work with me as they work towards their own cause. This
is what knowing does, works in harmony for the benefit of everything. As a balanced individual,
I command my own work and support it following the exact principles that balanced myself. The
creativity factor allows me to work in realizing myself same time I work on realizing my own
things. This result from the multidimensionality factor of self and the other self because they
both create and support each other completely. The gateway to my other self is through myself
and the only way to know myself is with my other self. Continuously we imitate creation in the
level of our world or rather I say we create like creation in the level of our world. We have a
special way of having our other self in the physical, like getting married. The idea is to work as
they work and support them as they support you in the physical, this way, the wife and husband
will succeed in co-creating a life in the physical and elsewhere.

Every other struggle experienced by the union of husband and wife result as a failure to
base the union in the basic principles of creation. There is not a single moment that existence is
not working, learning, supporting and liberating itself as it realizes its true self. Any other
circumstance outside this one is a struggle that creates a fleeting moment. Imagine the
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circumstance where a fully liberated person creates with ignorant people, many circumstances
result, defying, reverence, elevation and death just to name a few. Fear and anxiety compromises
those who are ignorant and knowing strengthens those who know, this is why the existence of
the one who knows does not seek to interfere with the ignorant one. Like knowing in the past,
self is aware that it still need knowing in the future and only then will it achieve knowing in the
present. The ignorant ask for wisdom from the one who knows, not knowing that the one who
knows is at work to know more. Something everyone is capable of doing and attaining naturally.
Charlatans, magicians and power mongers focus completely in attaining the most glamorous
fleeting moments through the knowing of the attained, causing an unnecessary struggle that leads
to the end. It’s called the end because lies are short lived and the truth endures forever. So
balance confirms that we exist here and elsewhere, so self must work every time the other self is
working, lest the balance will be lost and frustration will return.

Even as I am here in the past, I already know the future exist and I must find it for myself,
the present exist and I must find it for myself. Everything I know, my other self knows and
nothing knows. I am not a politician, a doctor or an accountant but all these people make living
in our world today possible and this is why I am living with other parts of everything. However,
when politics fades away, leadership will remain, when doctors fades away, healing will remain
and when accountants fades away, numbers will remain. An example of things that every
individual part of everything is capable of knowing. Through work we are all going to lead
ourselves, heal ourselves and master the numbers for ourselves. Titles are only a thing of the
past, work, discoveries, support and knowing is a thing of the present time. No wonder politics is
so complex, some politicians cannot lead themselves, some doctors cannot heal themselves and
some accountants cannot account with numbers for themselves. This is what liberation means
and no one can force the right circumstance of liberation, each and every being must work for
their own liberation.

In existence progress is measured with the extent of interference management, how well is
self and the other self able to communicate. Their fluent communication leads to efficient
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realization of myself. In the past, the interference is managed through work but remains at the
highest level throughout existence. This leads to a fully realized being yearning for more and the
creation of the future begins through more work and higher discoveries.
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Realizing past
The full realization of self and the other self is myself, which I consider to be my complete
realization in the past. This is a point where nothing knows itself and this knowing came through
endless lessons based on work and harmony. Nothing know that this is the past realization of
myself, new questions are arising, questions like do I have a future and if I do how am I there?
Everything or everyone who based their existence in ignorance ended very soon as ignorance
fails to realize itself. It is not our cohabited planet, universe or the cosmos that end, it is not the
minutes, hours or days that end because all this succeeded in realizing itself. It is only the brief
moment that could not work itself into real time or real light that fails to realize itself. After all
sound was the first thing to manifest from nothing, through work it translated into light. Sound,
work and light was nothing and became everything at this point. I have realized that progress is
based is co-working, the freedom of shinning bright can only be achieved through free speech.
What others inspire, nothing can teach, it is foul to consume other people’s lessons for ourselves
because we spend lifetimes attempting to master them without success. Everything great people
share as their lessons in life is inspiration, an honest lesson for that great one to learn. Such
lessons are mostly embedded in pages as books and their sole purpose was for the discoverer to
read and elevate himself further through his own work. Wanting to become like the author of
great works leads to suicide because at the end you never work, you never discover and so you
never become.

However, such books informs us that such things already exist and they came from
nothing, so we journey there to find new things for ourselves that we will share coherently with
everything that already exist. Teaching institutions should merely inspire us to become the
unknown greats and not to revere those who came before us like they were chosen from a special
place to come and rescue us. The world that we created for some time now may be off the course
of natural creative principles, however, it is on course with the end. No one will succeeding in
rescuing us but ourselves, any other beings proclaiming we want to help or we are here to help
are on course of their own end. Deceiving others intentionally is a lie that creates struggles that
lead to a certain end. So I look no further but within me for answers and I find no blockages from
working my own self into realization. The exiting part about getting one plus one correct is that
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you will attempt one plus two and proceed for as long as you get the sums correct. I am a product
of teaching institutions and am very grateful for I learnt how to read and write, basic math and
science and mastered none. For a long time it bothered me that I did not go that much further to
be honored, become a master or a professor. Soon I realized that I failed to be honored for other
people’s great works, my journey was to master and realize myself. Something I found fulfilling
than being a professor who does not know nothing. Self-realization has no graduation papers
because it continues to happen throughout life, the titles and honors should do for inspiration of
going through many books, however, the success of doing so should be measured through work
that and individual creates from nothing.

I find that realization is reward enough and it makes sense to motivate students to read the
works of great learners. If teaching institutions were able to teach students how to become
nothing, self-realization would triumph over day jobs promoting people to serve other people. I
realize these things for myself today as I find that I cannot help the children in teaching
institutions today and I cannot even help my own children to know nothing as a starting point.
My work might just inspire one or two of them to become nothing and I will have succeeded in
sharing the silence in my thoughts. Interference is the biggest obstacle even for the working
individuals, your personal view of money and all the valuable material things in this world
counts. What would you do to achieve them, would you follow them from nothing or maybe you
want to have them from something else. Nothing is the only way, any other way is interference
and self-realization becomes a distant dream. It’s a challenges to want all these things in
existence without knowing because you end up with things you do not need.

Without knowing I thought all interference is bad, the love of money, fancy cars and
houses. Self-realization taught me to process my thoughts to uncover the truth and I found that
all the things considered to be bad came from nothing. I myself will be bad if I become the very
interference I speak of, derailing others from nothing. So how do I speak of my journey to selfrealization, is it the only way to become, is it the only rightful way, do people have to consult me
as a master of self-realization? My answer is no, this is not the only way to become nor the only
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rightful way and no one must consult me as a master. I have only been able to realize myself and
if any other looks upon me instead of looking within themselves for answers, I will have failed to
inspire people with nothing. My story may as well be treated like the one a friend tells about the
new shoe he bought from town, if his story is good enough it should inspire me to get my own
pair. If I take his story as meaning that his shoes were the only shoes in town, I might as well
wait for him to give away his old pair, if I take his story as the only way to get new shoes from
town, I will follow it and end up with only the shoes he got from town but if I take his story as a
way of getting new things from town, I will be able to get myself shoes and more as and when I
need them. We create our own interference by wanting things from others and following others
on their journey whilst we could pave a new way for new things to come. In the unrealized past,
teaching institution had a valid role to play but soon require an upgrade in the realized past. How
about the fact that as a realized being I need to also realize myself in the future, how will
teaching institutions be like there? Only the future beings know because they created it.

My complete self-realization in the past is sealed by nothing, I am exactly where I started
but I am something now and ready to start creating something else. Which means, nothing
creates from nothing and fully realized beings creates from nothing. As a fully realized being I
am able to work and starting from nothing supercharge my working ability to realize myself in
the future. The future belongs to those who know their past, they have a proper foundation to lay
their work on because only those who know nothing can create their past. So the four key stage
of creation is nothing, the past, the future and the present, there is no going around it. The
common ignorant view would be that being here right now is being present, however knowing
knows the amount of work you need to do to be present. A day is present because it expresses its
past, future and presence all at once, whilst in the third dimension some beings are only
expressing their discovered self, some don't even know who they are. I have heard it before when
people say you must know where you come from to know where you are going because this will
help you know where you are. Then I viewed the past like my previous activities in life, little did
I know that it is beyond a position in space.
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I created myself from nothing and from here I need to grow myself into a being who will
live in the past and the future. Being everywhere at the same time is based on knowing not
physical presence, the trick about knowing is that everyone learns it for himself. After learning
and knowing my own future, I continue to the present. I would always be absent from here if I
only know my past and the future, so it is important to also be present at all times. Only then will
I experience my day in full because a day is completely present.
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Do I communicate with myself, do I trust, respect and love
myself enough to liberate myself?
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The future
Being balanced as an individual left my existence unbalanced because I know my balance
in the past, so I proceed into the future to realize myself as a complete being. If the past is the
elders in existence, the future is the children and the present is the family. So my example shows
that family is based in truthful knowing. A family without children is a family without a future
and they cannot experience life in the present because they are based in the past as a family.
Creative work never stops until everything is balanced, so heads of families never stop working
on their families until they realize balance in the family. According to everything I have already
learnt, it also means that families will live forever. So everything else that is here to support
families must be vital and created based on the six principles of creation. If not the family will
struggle and soon realize its end if no one in the family creates vital support. If my wife knew I
take my neighbor’s earning to support my family she will leave and if my wife leaves, my
children will suffer and the family fates. However, the children may learn and create good
support for their family basing their support on vital work, their family will survive. So having a
strong vital family provides the members of the family with strong vital support. I imagine an
individuals who works to create a family that works, this leads to a community that works up to a
world that works. It is true, all efforts are critical and not all results of work are physical. The
reason why families honor their ancestors is because of the work they did to create these
families.

It will therefore be a very difficult task to create a country where the people do not work
because it means sluggish or fewer families constitute this country. How will this country be
supported and at the global level, how will a planet lacking of vital work be supported? Human
beings write and seal their own fate because if we do not work, we are going to feed from those
who work around us. In this case being the animals and the trees, creating another struggle until
they too stop working. Imagine a planet where the people, animals and trees do not work. The
fate of all the slugging is the end of their existence, laziness is lies and lies fails to live on when
the truth is revealed. So families based on the principles of creation become the very support
existence need to thrive in the face of eternity. I too did not know why I was within this family I
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was born but now the truth is revealed and my work continues. If you find yourself longing for a
better future, you must know that a lot of work awaits you and in this case you can check if you
truly know your past. We have not lived here until we know our past, future and present selves.
Lessons from the past must come from ourselves and future intervention must also come from
ourselves for us to know who we are in this present time. Often stories of advanced civilizations
from the starts have been told and most people wish those beings would come and help us. No
one is coming because we have not created ourselves as the advanced civilization in our own
future. Lest us now view the cosmos as a completely realized system that is realized through
work.

A group of realized planets form a solar system and this is the past of the universal system.
A group of realized solar systems form a galactic system and this is the future of the universal
system and a group of realized galactic systems form a universal system and this is the present
time of the universal system. Every individual must realize himself the way a universal system
does so that a common contribution like the existence of the cosmos can manifest amongst
individuals. For example every universe work to form a balanced universal system that exist in
the present time. So the simplest question is as follows for every individual, who are you in the
solar level, who are you in the galactic level and who are you in the universal level? If I have not
realized my existence in the galactic level, why should I expect galactic beings to come to my
rescue and if I have not realized my existence in the universal level, why should I expect
universal beings to come to my rescue? Advising children is simple to someone who knows the
future and living with family is simple to someone who knows the present time. Those who only
knows the past are an interesting challenge, they always go to the past for answers, revere their
ancestors and refuse any kind of view that challenges the past. I had to learn from family
structures and the universal structure to understand the importance of knowing the past, the
future and the present.

For a very long time we have been told about the duality of things in our lives but it most
concentrated on things like love and hate, up and down, the past and the future, light and dark
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and so forth. If you know that people love and people hate, then you must let people be, if you
know up and you know down then you must know here, if you know the past and the future then
you must know the present and if you know light and dark then you know nothing. These lessons
are telling me that lacking knowing separates things and knowing unites things harmoniously.
The fact that I do not want nothing does not mean that I do not need everything and the fact that I
want something does not mean that I need everything. When someone need everything the
journey will lead them to nothing and those who do not want nothing are after everything.
Creating my future, I do not need any other thing but my future, even when you may observe and
feel like you would be able to help me, you won’t. Need always triumph over wants because
need triggers work and wants triggers lies. For everything a person wants, a plan derived from
great thinking will be devised and when a person need something, they process thoughts from
nothing until they find a way. For example, people want to live forever and never age and many
attempts have been employed through medical procedures. Creation know how a man may live
forever and that knowledge is available for everyone’s benefit. The body of a human being ages
and dies disappointingly earlier than most people can accept and creation gives that being a new
body every time the need arises. After the full realization of the past, the past goes through
nothing to start new work and realize the future. In common language we would say the past dies
to be born again in the future. So the transitional process of starting from nothing every time is
considered death in our everyday language. I refrained from saying that one must die if they are
going to learn and create from nothing. So once a person knows, death cease to exist as creation
reveals the truth about those considered to be dead. However, without lessons no one is able to
reach nothing and existence ceases to be when people do not learn because that is a result of not
working. Supposedly this is what should be considered death. The end of existence, not the
process of growth or the transitioning from one body to the next. So knowing the past and the
future allows me to be in the past and be in the future at the same time an outcome of work and
not magic or miracles, same difference. Knowing the past and the future is still a process of
growth because I also need to know the present, a level of existence where the past and the future
is expressed without colliding.

Starting work in the future will require much more than the work done in the past and it
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remains achievable because I am completely balanced by self and my other self. So death is not
my concern and being young again does not worry me as it gives me a better opportunity to learn
and grow again. This time in a much bigger environment that is not ignorant. Everything here
knows and the price of breaking things knowingly is much higher than that of breaking things as
a result of ignorance.
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Working the future
Work here is based on the knowing of the past and continues to grow towards a bigger and
better self. I actually work here to find out who I am in the future and if the view I hold about my
next example was manifest in our world progress would be much better than now. I view the
notion of first world countries, second world countries and third world countries like this. A third
world country is a country that is stuck in the past, this country is not aware of its future and not
aware of its presence. A second world country is a country that is stuck in the future, it is aware
of its past and aware of its future but not aware of its presence. A first world country is aware of
its past, aware of its future and aware of its presence. So this view already concludes which of
these countries would be more progressive than the others and clarifies that it is not based on
which one wins the wars. Countries will be better progressive with working families and families
are better progressive with working individuals. However, this does not mean that countries
would homogeneously have first world or third world citizens and this is why work is an
individual thing. In the future we are all children, we learn intimately because we work as much,
we are not corrupted by the love of power or other material things. It is only the past we know
that has memories of ignorance and lies but we know all the consequence of such things here. So
the work done breeds completely different lessons from those of the past that drove us to the
realization of who we are.

The first lesson I find even before I discover who I am in the future is that of respect, I
have to respect the past that I come from. Respect was demanded by nothing in the past and the
lessons were so harsh that lies ended lives in the past. Now as a child who comes from a
knowing past I receive guidance and support way before I discover myself or receive support
from nothing. If I learn from the past, I will not derail on my journey of self-realization in the
future and therefore I will not experience nothing harsh. My elder, the past, is myself and so I
teach myself respect in the future so that I do not have to disrespect, lie and struggle. I imagine
disciplinary actions from myself are better than those coming from nothing, so if I am to realize
who I am in the future I need to respect myself. I found that respecting myself makes it very
simple for me to respect others and in this way I will not interfere with other creative individual.
Imagine if I derail from my course and nothing interferes, I will suffer and my elder will suffer. I
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do not wish to work with an upset elder who does not wish to work with nothing. So this is how
knowing keeps everything in check. As a child I start from the level of self in the future and my
other self also start at the level of self. Self and my other self now learn respect from the past and
must continue to stay in balance as work progresses. So everything good and everything bad I
experience comes from myself at this level or elsewhere, this I must learn and know so that I can
always stand up and clean after myself. The next important thing here is communication, self
and my other self must communicate clearly to progress effectively, and the past support this
communication. This communication is normally a feeling and this is why I have to always
follow myself, lest I follow other people’s feelings.

It depends from individual to individual, strong feelings may end up as graphic, verbal or
both. Creation has unthinkable ways of communicating and we express the ways we master.
Sound for instant, can be audible and sometimes not and light can be visible and sometimes not,
either way, sound or light continues to communicate through feelings. The communication will
differ depending on that individual part of everything communicating. The other thing the past is
teaching me in the future is trust, I have to trust myself. Hesitation or doubt can lead to an
unnecessary struggle in the future and the past already know the harsh consequences of
struggling. Often, it has been written in good books that for everything to flow smooth one must
be connected. The past must flawlessly connect with the future. If did not trust myself, I would
have no need to trust any other. Love is the feeling I always felt without even knowing, it
intensified and kept me warm when I became nothing and fulfilled me when I achieved
something in the past. Now I have to cherish and grow with this feeling that reminds me that I
am nothing. I found the feeling of love to grow rapidly when I share it with nothing and it soon
teaches me tolerance when I share it with something. The past reminds me about how I came to
know love and now I have to grow with my love.

Sharing my love with others proved to be successful when we all depend on nothing but the
love. These things: respect, communication, trust and love I learnt the hard way in the past and in
the future I learn them as a child. So nothing is within me and everything is without me, this is
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how the past clarifies my existence as I have to depend on what I have within me. The future
must learn everything from the past as a child because soon they will discover who they are and
work their own way. So working in the future begins when the future learns from the past, in this
way when the future discover itself, it will know where it comes from. Unlike the past, it won’t
have to go and start from nothing but know why it receives support from nothing. Imagining
children like this makes me wonder. These are the kind of children who seem to grow up
smoothly and we say that they are lucky but they are not, they worked. If every child was born
and taught very well where they come from, they would grow up to discover exactly who they
are without having to suffer and start from nothing. If I were given the opportunity to teach the
children who they are, I would decline because this would lead to many mini me individuals. The
past learns from nothing, the future learns from the past, I did this for myself. The elders learn
from nothing and the children learn from the elders, if the scenario is not like this children grow
up in ignorance and must work hard to become nothing so that they can learn. Only then will
they have a future to create, every individual for himself and nothing for everything. I suppose
it’s time I also acknowledge that I am my own elder and also my own child, if not I would have
to be an ignorant individual who must first become nothing. If the past was considered dead, in
the future it is reincarnated, however, knowing never dies it transition to a higher level of
knowing. Death an outcome of Ignorance does not transition, it is the end.

For as long as a family thrives, it knows no death but transition after transition that leads to
eternity. Without this kind of work in the future, there will be no discovery of the future and
without the discovery of the future, there will be no support for the future. This kind of future
will not balance and it soon realize its end. This level of work in the future is done by self and
my other self, a formidable team that knows the importance of support and balance. This team
knows respect, communication, trust and love, they know fulfilment as a priceless feeling and
knowing is an eternal reward. When an individual part of everything stand in the way of other
individuals, such an individual has no past lest they would be busy working on their future.
When an individual part of everything dedicates his life in teaching other individuals about
themselves, such an individuals has no past lest they would be busy teaching their future about
their past.
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What then should be taught by knowing individual to ignorant individual, knowing people
should teach nothing so that the ignorant can be overwhelmed by everything the knowing know
and learn nothing form it. In simplicity, those who know will sometime willingly share their own
lesson and experience hoping to inspire and not to create copies of themselves through others.
The future is always perfect, the sluggish will never discover it.
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Discovering the future
All I need to know is that I fully exist in the future and now I found myself with respect,
proper communication, trust and love. Take a day for example, it was here yesterday, it is here
today and will be here tomorrow, even if all the watches in the world chose to break, a complete
day will always be here. This is because a day has fully realized its past, its future and its present
time lest we would have a part of it in the past, something else in the future and something
different today. In the future I and my other self continue to grow, our work led to our growth
and our growth led to the realization that we are not balanced. So what was once balanced in the
past, now seeks balancing because the future just became bigger than the past. Often elderly
people say they do not understand this new generation because they do things different from the
way things were done in the past. This is totally not an outcome of ignorance, it is perfectly
natural in an environment where the elderly people have done their part well. In cases where the
different result from ignorance because the elders did not work, the children fail in the future,
they never even discover themselves. They actually appear like the future when they are actually
stuck in the past with an opportunity to learn from nothing.

When the future is discovered, it’s time for the elders to let it to itself so that they can also
learn from it because in this way the future will blossom and shine even brighter than before.
Imagine death without having discovered your future, progressive transitioning does not happen
and you go back to your past. Progress result from work and we are reborn as children to have a
better shot at becoming something that is new, bigger and better if it wasn't so, we would remain
in our ignorant past where our lives end without knowing or maybe fully realize ourselves in the
past and frustrate to a deranging end. Eternity without the future and the present would remain an
impossible thing and so nothing would never know the full extent of its might. Just like nothing
extending itself through the past, the future and the present, everything does the same thing to
fully realize itself. As the child now, I am going to face myself without my elders protecting me
from myself. If I fail to conquer myself, I perish and if I conquer myself I balance and the failure
to conquer myself here means the failure to overcome my fears which are my weaknesses. For
example people may fear to face their deepest issues that makes them vulnerable or ugly in life.
Everyone must deal with their level of greed, anger, hate and lust and conquer them. Meaning
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they have to learn to fully control them because no in the future must have excuses for taking
other people’s things, killing other people because they hate them, breaking things because they
were angry or fail to control their sexual feelings. So the future must face and deal will these
things for itself, the past also dealt with these things in its own way.

Governments legislate laws to discipline people without self control, it proves that our
governments are stuck in the unrealized past. If we had future oriented governments, the iron
grip on legislation would be future oriented concentrating on the quality of education and work.
Education and work that prioritizes the individual citizen. However, ignorance lead to the love of
power and every product of ignorance will remain ignorant until individuals look inward for
nothing. The four issues I face with myself, greed, lust, hate and anger earned me complete
support from nothing, proving that even loving, trusting, properly communicating people and
respectful people must face themselves to overcome these issues. Only knowing can relieve me
off these burdening issues and so my goal becomes knowing. I therefore learn what happens
when I submit to myself, what the consequences are and what changes if I conquer myself. I
found that if I conquer myself, I will never submit to lust, greed, anger and hate, I liberate from
the issues trying to control me. However, if I fail to conquer myself many frustrations will
unfold. Greediness leads to highly unacceptable and uncontrollable corruption even when totally
avoidable. Individuals will find themselves taking from others even when they have enough,
even when the taking brings shame and disgrace. People become slaves of their own self control
issues and then play victims because they lack the ability to stand up for themselves. Hate leads
people to unnecessary killing, for example, killing people because they are of a different race or
religion. In this case excuses are made, even worse they are sometimes, attributed to higher
courses just because people fail to work and conquer their self control issues. Anger always leads
to regrets and when one fails to take responsibility they simply say I was angry. Lust break good
families and hurt good people, simply because of a brief ignorant moment of passion. This
weakness has brought down kingdoms and great leaders because wars have been fought
triggered by unfaithfulness.
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Many people wrote about remembering who we are, some say that we are from the stars
and I also realize the validity of their rendering. Visible planets are in the past and galaxies are in
the future but a balanced universe is neither from the past nor the future, it has always been here.
Often as children we are asked about our future dreams and often this question is asked as
though the future is yet to come or maybe we are yet to get to it. If a person living in the
unrealized past talks about their future dreams, such dreams are true because they remain dreams
and are never realized in the unrealized past. I find that we should not dream about the past or the
future but create ourselves in the past, the future and the present. This way, the one who lives in
the past creates himself and lives in the past with no dreams about the future and when he finds
the need, he proceed to create himself and live in the future until the day he find the need to
create himself and live in the present.

It is important that we know where we are so that we may avoid to be stuck in dreams.
However, if dreams are the inspiration that propels us to nothing then something and then
everything, we must call them inspirations. Dreams happens exactly where we are, if I live in the
unrealized past, my dreams will be full of ignorance and if I live in the realized future, my
dreams will be filled with knowledge as they depict my immediate presence here and elsewhere.
This way I find no need to relate my dream to the past or the future but who I am and I embrace
them as my experiences. Everybody dreams but not everyone is inspired to create the unknown,
dreaming will stop only when one is unfortunately dead. Can important communication reach
you through dreams? Yes and this communication is happening exactly where you are. I never
ignore a single part of who I am because I learned that communication is important in life. This
is most important in life because every light in existence is time itself. The realization of a day
has put the importance of time in layman’s view using the clock because the past, the future and
the present come together as hours to form a fully realized day. In a single life span, men must
realize their past, their future and their presence to fully liberate and enjoy life. This brings to our
attention the importance of time even in clockwise terms. Are we really using our time wisely or
maybe our timing is off course? The struggle truly eases when we continue to realize ourselves
to the best of who we are. A common example is an artist working on someone else’s factory,
this is a classic example of lost time. This artist will never be fulfilled, the amount of money he
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makes doesn't really matter until he gets to spend his time right.

If time was to be correctly aligned efficiently, a normal life span of a human body would be
correctly established and co-creativity would be flawless. We would all base our lives on
activities that fulfils us and I do not see the roles of soldiers and police, the roles of those who
are supposedly responsible for other people would diminish rapidly. The world would work side
by side humans, animals, the water and the trees, mountain, rivers and all elements of the earth.
These are the things I discover in the future, I however continue my lessons through the
discovery level to the support level. There I will have nothing totally supporting me and I will
face myself.
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Supporting the future
The self that I discovered in the future was once a balanced being in the past, this is the
point where the future becomes better than the past. This is when the child becomes better than
the elder because the child enhances his knowing in the future on top of everything that the past
taught him. Now that the past has played its role in the future, nothing takes over with total
support so that the future may as well create something from nothing. The child liberate from the
elder and gain support from nothing, the elder trust nothing to guide and support his child
because he also learnt from nothing. This is what the future need if it is to liberate and get to an
independent level of existence. The future practically discovered itself and the support is helping
the future to create its other self, in the same way that nothing supported the past to create its
other self. I imagine this means that if parents do good work with their child, there won’t be a
need for anxiety and worry when the child breaks away from the parents to create his own
existence.

The support reveals that when the past balance itself with another past, the future is born.
All this while, the past broke itself down and worked to come up with something new and its
eagerness and commitment led it to its discovery. It could no longer realize itself like it did in the
past, so support kicked in and now the future is working on its other self. What would have been
ignorance because the future lacks the knowledge of self is highly driven by knowing from the
past, so work in the future is twice than it was in the past. Support is helping self to remain stable
whilst it work on its other self to raise its awareness just by looking at itself and knowing what it
is. It will know everything the other self does, which is everything it does, working and
becoming. So the perfect union of the past that is balanced with another past produce a perfectly
balanced future. This is why the future works, even when it is completely unaware of itself, its
failure to work will fail the past from gaining new and more advanced experiences. Imagine a
completely selfish individual, this individual will be able to work tirelessly on himself even
when such work is hopeless and uncomfortable to close friends and family. This is the kind of
individual that completely realized himself in the past as a completely independent being. This
individual completes the process of self-realization called the past in this work. As a fully
realized being he moves on to the future where he finds that more work is required to fully
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realize the future. He first works on what he knows and discovers that it could only take him so
far because he is now out of balance again. He gains support from nothing and works hard to
discover another self who has completely worked like him so that they can complement each
other and support each other. This is the point where he lets go of selfishness to survive lest he
will suffer from the lack of balance and perish.

New lessons surfaces for him and he learns about unity, the art of working together for a
greater course. So the future is home to entities that are working together towards the
achievement of knowing. The support is now showing us the importance of another who now
becomes your other self. The journey of creation proceed and grows as we start co-creating
together and supporting each other. I cannot just read this and expect to know it, I have to live it.
In simple view, the course for us to partner up with other individuals is so that we may fully
balance and liberate in the future. We have to know the future and this is the only way. There is
no individual part that has to do more than the other individual part, equal work help the other to
know himself. If the union of two individual parts of the future is not completely balanced,
struggle will emerge and the union will end. This union is meant to last eternity as existence exist
and for as long as the union works. So all the lesson learnt earlier working on the future, respect,
communication, trust and love will help the other know who they are and what they are capable
of becoming. When self is expressing love, the other self is expressing love, when self is
expressing trust, the other self is expressing trust, when self is communicating the other self is
communicating and when self is show respect, the other self is showing respect. Every individual
part who gets into the union of the future must have worked on himself to ensure that the future
works, the lessons are an individual thing and the expression brings knowing to the other self.

The same scenario goes with conquering self, if I failed to conquer myself, I will not
succeed in balancing with my other self in the future. Hate will not thrive in the union where the
other self is expressing love, lust will not thrive in an environment where the other self is
expressing respect, anger will not thrive where the other self is expressing trust and greed will
not thrive in an environment where the other self is communicating openly. These are the lessons
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that nothing brings forth in the support of self, as receiving support does not mean that nothing
do for you but the teachings that enlightens you on how to do for yourself. The truth about it is
that we always have to remain true to ourselves as we balance and support each other in the
future. Trying to figure out what the other self is in need of so that you can impress them always
lead to frustration because you will never know. So I always do what I need to do and ensure that
I do not interfere with the other’s work. As they see me do what I need to do, they also do what
they need to do because this is the bases of this union, mirroring each other so that we can know
who we are. We are not going to imitate each other so that one may finally die in this union, that
would lead to struggle and the fate of this union. Nothing will relieve an individual from struggle
soon as he learns what it means to be completely himself. If the past fails to work in unison with
a complementary past, the future will remain distant as selfishness only reigns in the past for a
limited time.

Simply do nothing to others than learning who you are only so they may also learn who
they are from you only. These lessons truly reveal why the ignorant put a blame on others when
they break or fail things because they reflect the other self and that is just who they are. Their
responsible sense of self has been hijacked by religion as god and the devil takes all the glory
and leave the individual blind to the fact. The past support the future to a point where the support
it is no longer possible even if the past wanted to continue support. So nothing takes over and the
future realize its ability to co-create and work with its other self. It has always been a challenge
to troubleshoot the need we feel to be with another when we use to be fine all by ourselves. The
one who use to think that selfishness makes him stronger is surprised by the feeling of emptiness
that can only be filled by another. This is because he stops to thinks and start to process his
thoughts in line with natural creation. The view that the universal system is a bunch of things that
are dual in nature is true to an extent, the past is self and it’s other self and so is the future and
the present. So, self and other self that created the past are individuals that render the view of
duality valid. In the future, the self and other self are multiple because it’s a past that balances
with another past forming an entity. The elements of duality elevates to create and form elements
of multidimensionality. Work is then able to have multiple valid outcomes in the future instead
of this or that only.
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The future creates with balance in its thought formation ensuring that it does not have to
work multiple times because it is created by multiple children. If the future would argue its
readiness when it must work to fully realize itself, it would never fulfil and the present would
never exist.
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Balancing the future
The future has found balance for itself and it is liberated from the past and nothing. Every
time we seek liberation it feels like we need to liberate from oppression and submission dictated
to us by others but true liberation comes through knowing only. The oppressors are not free as
they do not know the beauty of liberation. Imagine working hard to ensure that other people
work for you and fear you, this kind of work does not fulfil any of the natural creative principles.
Such people live in perpetual struggle and they soon grace their fate here and elsewhere because
they do not contribute in creation but only take and discourage progress. The realized future is
bigger and better than the past, encouraging me to keep on trying new things because holding
onto everything I know limits me. If I would choose to remain in the past when the world around
me elevates to the future, I as well will struggle and meet my own end. As much as children
learn from their parents, soon the tables turn and the parents must learn from their children so
that they may very well assimilate into the future.

The one most visible thing that proves to us the future is better than the past is technology,
future technology is much more efficient and has less to no negative impact on all the natural
creative principles. Such creativity can only result from better offsprings and if the past was
better than the future all great and perfect technologies would have long been created. The future
would inherit great things from the past and continue without having to work because the past
would have discovered and created everything. Clearly the latter would not be existence based
on work and its end would always prevail. The only thing the future must inherit from the past is
lessons, the past must properly train and prepare the future for its own discovery and growth.
Everything good the past did, the future always do it better, so the future learns better, creates
better and exist better. This is why future dreams are in the future that was created by inspiration
from the past. The whole of creation cannot be concluded to be the view of a single individual
part of it, every part of creation concludes the total knowing of creation. Case in point, the past’s
view is that every individual must fully realize himself if he is to be fully liberated in creation.
This view is correct, however, it is only correct in the past. The future’s view is that every
individual must fully realize himself with another to be fully liberated. This view is also correct,
however, it remains correct in the future. So in the future I have to first realize myself and then
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realize another if I am to experience freedom in this realm. The present’s view is that every
individual must fully realize himself with everything else in creation to be fully liberated. A
being from the past cannot exist in the future, a being from the future can exist in the past and
also exist in the future and a being from the present can exist everywhere. Equality must rely on
work and not any other thing, work speaks for itself and it never lies because it is always a
product of numbers.

Some teachings would make you believe that we have a right to everything but knowing
will teach you that we must work for the knowing of everything. Rights are relevant and
correctly used in certain campaigns and activities in life but must not be used to misguide
everyone away from work. Liberation in the future relies on how well you respect, trust and love
yourself and another, you will only know the extent of this respect, trust and love through the
respect from another. The fourth factor is that of how well you communicate with yourself and
another because effective communication is the trigger of all work and progress in creation. We
already know by now that if you had opposed the four pillars of liberation, you would not have
realized yourself or the future. It’s time we look a bit deeper into the four pillars of liberation.
Communicate precisely what need to happen, this communication is with yourself, there is no
need to fear this. I take the communication as instruction and the next thing is to trust this
instruction because it leads to work. Work out the instruction precisely as it was given because
any second thoughts will lead to disruption and unnecessary struggle. Respect what you find
from doing work trusting the instruction communicated. Love what you are, love what you have
become because it is the outcome of your own work. After communicating effectively, trusting
your work, respecting your discovery and loving who you are, you liberate.

When the past liberates, it communicates with the future sharing lessons on liberation and
when the future liberates, it communicates with the present sharing lessons on liberation. When
the present liberates, it lives eternally. A day lives forever, it is liberated and the universal system
lives forever because it is liberated. Everything liberating in the present lives forever, whilst
every other thing in the past and the future must work hard to get to the present and liberate to
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eternal life. True beauty is comfortable to observe and its sophistication is simple to understand.
Fleeting beauty is only for the eye and very complex to understand because the deeper you
follow its roots, only flaws protrude to the open until its disappointing truth is uncovered. These
are the things that are created when the four pillars of liberation are ignored, creation then is
based on greed, hate, lust and anger resulting to no progress at all but temporary satisfaction for
the eye only. Imagine generations stuck in the unrealized past when the possibility to fully
realize the past and the future is completely within them. Rather individuals keep to the knowing
of their realized level of existence because knowing is one and always leads to work and eternal
existence. The words I choose for this conversation with self is nothing because everything I am
is limited in language and so I choose to silent my words and write nothing. Knowing myself and
another is a common idea that I always heard long before I knew myself. I wonder if my parents
were telling me that they know the future. Knowing another start and end with communication,
trust, respect and love, this is how thought processes are revealed and this is how I learn and get
to know myself. If this does not fulfil you, continue working until you get to a point of fulfilment
because that is the only way you will know the future.

Its common human nature to dismiss information we do not understand and call it mystery
because it is way above our level of comprehension. This human behavior is based on ignorance
and it leads to complacency as the few who achieve knowing are deified. If I were to speak about
what lies in the heart of another, I would be lying and if I were to speak about what the mind of
another is processing at a time I would be lying. Knowing what other people think or feel has
always been claims fascinating the ignorant as it is an activity of the ignorant. Such would
require an individual to interfere with another’s heart or mind and individual interference leads to
unnecessary struggle. The journey of self-realization is based on self, then another and then
everything. Even more so it is never based on interference but rather coherence with others and
everything. Mine has been working and learning to achieve knowing, this allows me to take
responsibility where I go wrong and to completely celebrate my fulfilment when I achieve. I
need not convince others about myself and neither do I have to be convinced by others, actually I
need not even convince anyone about nothing.
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The full realization of the future is the beginning of communicating with the present,
dispensing instruction about work to be done and lessons to be learnt.
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Realizing the future
I now know now the benefit of being born and brought up under knowing, it’s unlike being
born under the ignorant past and have to find my own way to freedom. Under knowing, I
received great support from the past and when the time came for me to be on my own and
discover who I am, I was prepared. When we do not work, we justify our instability of mood
swings and imbalance by saying that everything in existence must balance. Here I speak of love
and hate, is it correct for someone to be consumed by hate because everything must balance?
When we speak of two opposite things, imagine them in opposite positions and there only love
can be balanced by love. If love is balanced by hate, it would mean that love and hate are equal
in weight and this is not true. It would also mean that hate is vital in creation but this also is not
true. This is the reason creation can only learn and realize itself through the opposite self, an
exact match of self that is called the other self. If self and the other self would be different in
weight, balance would not be realized and liberation would fail. So my other self is telling me
exactly who I am, lest it would not be my other self, it would be someone else. So it’s important
to know that the four pillars of liberation are based on the key principles of realization, however,
hate, greed, lust and anger are not vital in creation and therefore they are not opposite anything
or opposed by anything.

Hate, greed, lust and anger simply creeps into sluggish individual to further their struggle
until the end when communication, trust, respect and love are realized in liberation eternally. So
positive and negative are merely positions carrying the same weight, if not, negative one and
positive one would not know nothing. So all numbers know nothing until one exist with nothing.
This is exactly what must happen in existence, everything know nothing until we realize one
must exist with nothing. It is only after one knows how to exist with nothing that one can
proceed and exist with another. So this is what my realized future says, to exist with nothing so
that I may be able to exist with another and exist with everything, emphasizing the existence of
the past, the future and the present. At this point the future communicates my next assignment
and I am headed to work in the present to create a family for the elders and the children. It is
common that as children we find our elder having already built a family for us, however, they
have truthfully built that family for their elders. The children must always upgrade the family
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they find built previously so that such a family may not fall back to the future and then the past.
If the children does not work, the family ceases to exist in the present and this is what some call
falling. The elders and the children will then engage in rigorous acts trying to maintain their
existence in the present but without vital work they do not prevail. So the children must hear and
understand their instruction as it comes from themselves. This shows the elders that without the
children we cannot live in the present, so our past must continue communicating with the future
so that the future can communicate with the present. So the past and the future needs to exist in
the present. Clearly this is why the past continuously communicates with the future for
continuous work flow. This is the basic work buried within us that one must do to realize himself
completely.

I relate the work as though it is completely manifest in our physical world, deliberately
down playing its technical subtle state for better understanding. The work itself is manifest and
not, it only depends on the individual part’s position and level in life. Talking about one having
the past, the future and the present within him, saying that within one is nothing, something and
everything is my effort in painting a better picture about the work. This work is basically about
one completely realizing himself within himself. One find that within himself he is nothing first,
then become himself, then becomes someone else and then becomes everyone else. This is the
journey of one in terms of knowing, it starts from within and then extend to the physical world
he is manifest. One is the elders, the children and the family, he only extend himself creatively as
such through knowing. So if one only knows himself in the past only, it become difficult for a
creative extension within the physical world as the future and the present is impossible for him.
So once work begins from within one must fully realize himself and completely liberate from
within so that he may be able to extend his liberation to the physical world.

This is the potential that everyone has, it is the realization of the potential that nothing has.
One first realize himself with nothing and only then can he realize himself with another and
continue to realize himself with everything. I find that it is very challenging to have other people
buy into your ideas from nothing because they already have thoughts from something that
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occupies them. Until they have their own thoughts from nothing, they will never know that you
were not trying to have them buy into your thoughts. My thoughts are who I am and expressing
them is how I live and if you don't like my thought processes you don't like me, not that it
matters for you or me but it should be known and understood. Acting against things I do and
trying to have me stop doing them is like a face to face proposal, you asking me to end my life.
Then you may be wondering that in times where you act for the things I do and try to have me do
more, what is it to me? In this case I have to clarify again that my life is realized from within, it
does not rely on the thinking and feeling of another but its own course. Without the realization of
self, one may continue to write songs even when he no longer has it within himself. To let
another unfold his creation fluently requires one to know creation. What happens then when one
lives independently with creation, do they still work and what do they work for. This answer is
answered by one through eternity, as the realization of everything continues to happen. For
example our planet knew us since day one but we must work to know the planet. Our solar
system, galactic system and universal system knows us but we must work to know them.

The one most interesting view about the life we go through every day is that numbers are
fully realized, we know them and are most familiar with the most basic ones. If numbers were
not fully realized, they would one day disappear but that is not going to happen. If numbers were
realized to a certain limit, everything would grow to that limit. So numbers are infinite and this is
why the growth of the universe in never ending. For everything that comes to an end has a
struggle of some kind, the basic creative principles of creation deals and conquer struggles. The
work that creation does to conquer struggle, earns creation eternity. When a planet moves away
from the planetary sun, it approaches the solar sun and this is why the struggle and vast darkness
is worthy to face and conquer in light of the benefit. In the future I started to realize that without
the present, I am not done working, however another realization of the cycle of creation started
to reveal itself together with its endless nature. When I started out working, I would have argued
that the universal system is finite and I would be correct but it would have been too early because
now I realize that the universal system is finite with infinite growth capability. The one who says
that the universe is infinite ushers an incomplete statement for processing.
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The aptitude of the future really allows it to create the present for everything to thrive and
if one becomes the deity of this present by deifying himself, he will want to act like nothing,
support like nothing and work like nothing when he is something within everything. Such choice
will derail one from continuing realizing himself with others.

-
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Do I promise myself to work with nothing, with something and
with everything?
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The present
This is home to everything in existence but it remains an individual choice to work hard
and remain objective to get home. When one reaches the present, he realizes himself in the
present and those who are not yet here may be struggling in the past or are working in the future.
This is when the cycles challenges one to work eternally because he realizes the need to work
again to realize himself with himself and then to realize himself with others. This entire work
done by one so far was for one to realize himself with nothing, work done at this level forms the
bases of creation, it is the foundation and I view it as the first cycle in creation. It is the most
inner cycle that realized its whole existence based on nothing, the existence of natural numbers is
based on nothing because they all come from nothing. Everything in creation is supported by
numbers because numbers are fully realized and I will repeat that if they were not, they would
come to an end. So I have been working on the realization of myself with nothing and I have
seen from the past to now that I possess potential to continue the journey of self-realization
eternally. One cannot live alone and once one has completely realized himself with nothing, he
soon need to realize himself with something and finally realize himself with everything.

In his journey to realize himself with himself, he also works to realize himself with another
thereby helping the other to realize himself with nothing. When a realized being chooses to learn
himself with you, he helps you to learn yourself with nothing. It would be a mistake to treat the
realized being as a teacher when he is working with you to realize himself with you, however,
during the work you gain the opportunity to learn from nothing. This leads to one working with
everyone and everyone working with everyone leading to one realizing himself with everyone
who has realized himself with everyone. The cycles leads to massive growth because every time,
realization start from nothing to everything and this happening on different levels with one on
one, one on everything and everything on everything leads to the creation of something new
every time. So the growth of one is infinite because one grows with another and also grows with
everyone, leading to everyone growing with everyone. This is what work does for one, it brings
eternal growth through knowing. Now it is clear that inspiration from one to another is imparted
when one works on his realization with another. If one desired to teach another how to work with
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nothing, one would not learn how to work with another and another would not learn how to work
with nothing. It would simply be the beginning of the end because even this one would have
failed to learn from nothing, his self-realization would have simply been the delusion of his
mind. One continues to work with everything new he discovers applying the six basic principles,
starting from the past, to the future and then the present. So it would be safe to say that through
nothing, one brings everything to the present for eternal existence. How could people who are
not fully realized manipulate numbers that are fully realized successfully, it is impossible lest the
entire populace is swimming in a sea of delusion in which case awakening must be realized.
Numbers support everything, currency for instant is the one most common way of exchanging
good amongst people and we try to control it. There is no time in our existence where we can
control or use money lest we remain delusional. We need to learn how to work with money and
money will work with us in return for a more creative growth outcome. Everything that is fully
realized in creation is attracted to work, so if you need to attract everything, just work on
yourself first. The principles of self-realization are finite making the process finite but
manifesting the realized self is limitless, infinite and eternal. I did clarify that I have limited
words to express an unlimited lessons that comes from the silence within me and so I listen so
that I may hear. One is only realized in the present and when I speak of one, I speak of a totally
realized being in creation that is created by myself in the past, myself in the future and myself in
the present. Three stages of creation dedicated to the realization of one because the potential of
one is much better than that of myself in any creative stage.

For much better clarity, when an unrealized one is added to an unrealized one chaos result
because unrealized ones should not be working together before realization. However, when a
fully realized one works with a none realized one a realized one and an unrealized one result and
this only happens when one is working on realizing itself with another, they do not add up. When
a fully realized one works with a fully realized one, a fully realized two result, the beginning of
everything working within everything. A fully realized one is everything and it is always a part
of every other thing in existence. So I work so that I can be able to manifest myself as a growing
individual. It is often simple to differentiate between a struggling individual and one who is not
as they go through life in our world. Growth through creativity is one of the positive factors for
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those who are not struggling. Those who struggles always try to take from those who do not in
many ways, they have not yet come to the need of creating with nothing. Changes happen but not
as a mass spectacle, it is an individual thing. The individual who fully realize himself realizes a
lot of new things, a complete rebirth, and a new world that gives him a new life. So why wait for
someone else who promises you something when you can get everything by yourself? In the
present everything is present and this is the only point that everything must realize. If you get to
the present and find that you expected to realize something and it is not here, two possibilities
exist, it is either working on its course or its journey ended before realizing everything. I imagine
a family already, the elders and the children now living together in harmony. What could be
exciting about the family setup, what are the benefits of having a family as opposed to being
alone in the past or being a child in the future? Family has a formidable support structure and
therefore it can manifest creation based on a complete support structure. So family guarantees
progress because it is always here and its safety mechanism is completely secured. I am not
talking common criminal activities that would be inflicted by another, I am not talking of
wavering when the course ahead seem impossible. Things can only seem impossible, they all
remain possible when one is fully realized and capable of complete support. Family represents
oneness and unity, it is with the realization of family that one realizes that he is nothing. All the
struggle, the past and the future was for one to finally realize himself as nothing. During the
entire journey, one appeared to be other and then another and finally everything. Creation
already did its complete part, teaching one the importance of working alone, working with other,
working with another and working with everyone. The successful completion of these lessons
leads to the graduation of one as a complete knowing individual. Only from here can one start to
manifest his work alone, with other, with another and with everyone as he will. Learners do
never take class examples and notes to implement them exactly in their life after school, however
they take the concepts and proceed to working with them as they will. If all the lessons and all its
examples were to be executed in manifesting one’s life completely, one would never manifest
because his liberation would not be true. Imagine a student in a music class taking every song
that he practiced during his lessons to publish as his own work, he would not be recognized and
therefore he would never live as a musician.
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In creation all the lessons are real and true simply because you are being taught how to
create real and true things. So speaking of the realization of family, it means now one has the full
potential to realize his own family as he will knowing that family is everything. So the family
that one is going to create includes everything in existence and this family will expand as one
realizes himself with everything he creates in life.
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Working the present
It is time to work with everyone and my final lessons are on how to work with everyone so
that individual interference may be kept to natural levels. The past and the future is here to
impart lessons learnt from nothing so that when the time comes, the present may be ready to
work with nothing in liberating itself. The past was realized in a certain point during my work
and the future in certain point during my work with help from the past, now both the past and the
future are here in the present. The future bring everything together and hence the family is
realized at this point here. Many people imagine family as the immediate biological family or
maybe just those in their genealogy tree and if this was true then the present would not be the
realization of everything. Creation is family all by itself, so realizing this level of family means
realizing the highest level unity in creation. Genealogy trees and immediate biological families
are a thing of the ignorant past, it is obsolete in the present because it promotes divisions.
Understanding how a child was birthed in the future, even families’ start small here at the level
of the realized future and work to discover who they really are in the present. The present work
gains lessons from both the future and the past about communication, trust, respect and love
because this is the support of the present thought process.

When it comes to communication in the present, it is no longer effective communication
from self only but effective communication from another. If I would be literal, I would say being
a patient multilingual communicator earns you a space in the present. If I were to engage another
person with instruction in my home language, the information would distort and the entire
communication fail. However, failure at the creative level of work is never an option, so for
effective communication with another, I would do everything necessary for it to be successful.
The body has its own language, the mind and the voice so I learn all these languages to
effectively communicate with everything here. Every time communication fulfils instruction and
work begins. I now have to trust that the instruction was given correctly and the work will be
done correctly. If for any reason effective communication is not fulfilled, trust will not enact and
work will not start. I emphasize this because nothing makes no mistakes in his lessons, lest
something interferes with the instruction because one is wavering. Work start and continue based
on trust between two or many things in this level. This is the bases of family, the present cannot
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be realized if everyone and everything involved have no trust. For example the communication
in the food chain of everything in life is based on trust, if the trust would break there, the prey
would poison the carnivores and the herbs would poison the herbivores. The poisonous outcome
can only happen if there was an interference in the food chain. In the present there are no
victims, everything is playing its role as a vital part of everything. Imagine if there was a break in
communication between rain and the planet citizens on the ground, contaminated rain would fall
and destroy crops, people and animals. Work cannot proceed without trust amongst everyone
involved.

Life has only two categories, its either you are working on yourself or you are manifesting
your work through yourself. Spending a lifetime working for others means exactly that, you did
not work on yourself and you did not manifest your work through yourself. A question might be,
why do I work on myself? The answer is so that you can raise yourself to the level of your work.
Working with others is manifesting your work through yourself but working for others is
negligence of self. Imagine a child waking up in the morning to go and do chore by the next door
neighbor’s house, the next door neighbor will serve him with breakfast and lunch as he works, he
can also give him super if he stays that long. The child's parents will fight this situation until the
child finds it within himself to do chores at home and eat at home. The neighbor can do things to
impress the child but not everything and the child’s parents will always be there for the child
whether he goes to the neighbor or not.

Working in the present I realize that the past has always been here with me, it is the
foundation for everything I do here. It works for me to remain in the present whilst I learn from
the future ensuring that information flow is not interrupted. In existence the past does not blame
the future and the present does not blame the past, existence would not be if the past and the
present were playing the blame game. When it’s time to work, work is done now, so if you live a
life of wavering and postponing when it comes to work, you must truly wonder if you are truly
here. The past and the future pass on information to the present because the present is selfsufficient, it is fully realized. This has always been my goal in life even way before I knew this, I
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was not fulfilled doing work for others and doing work with others before I could completely
realize myself. Now I proceed exactly in the lane where I continuously challenge myself and
fulfil myself over and over again. I would have a challenge in my journey if I wanted to know
about someone else because I would have to deal with endless interference. However, everything
I ever needed to know is about me, upon fully realizing myself as one, I continue to realize
myself with another one and further on to realize myself with everyone. Writing is one of the
ways I use to communicate with myself during my journey of self-realization, simply meaning
during the creation of myself. I refer to myself in many ways because that is the relevant
reference at the time and I wonder if I made my lines cohere as it is the requirement of the linear
I come from. If my work is not linear, then I succeeded in reaching the dynamic one I so much
pursued for my liberation, where the past, the future and the present all create at once. If another
person read this book with me, I continue my success in working with another because I promise
you, more work will be required reading this book more like the work that was required to write
it. So when I realize myself with another, another will realize himself with nothing in his own
unique way. This again clarifies the issue of levels in creation, meaning individuals must never
compete but work and learn so that they may know who they are and understand where they are.

So if I read this work with many other people, I will realize myself with them as they
realize themselves with nothing. These people will work with each other from their own selfrealization work and continue to realize themselves with each other. It is unfortunate that we
choose careers in life without much knowledge of who we are and as soon as we hit the road on
self-realization we change careers. Working on the present helps us to remain here, not to make
decisions based on who we want to be but on who we really are. Lessons from the past and the
future guide the present to conquer self so that hate, anger, greed and lust may be conquered. I
have so far relied on myself and every communication I transmit for myself is my complete
guide on my quest. In creation I found order in a very dynamic way without corruption or
compromise and this led to my work thriving on these values.
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Discovering the present
Now this discovery comes with completely new things as it is already basing itself in the
unfoldment of creation beyond this level of creating from nothing. How is one going to create
with others soon as he start to manifest all these lessons? In the past people would manifest
themselves without the realization of one in mind and many leadership systems emerged. All
previous leadership systems involved every person but not everything and benefited a few
people, I commit these words and the pages to my lessons and no other people’s lessons. So I
focus on the leadership of one, it always base its work on complete realization without any
attempt on teaching, or taking from any other in any way.
 First, one cannot lead any other before successfully leading himself into complete realization
based on work, self-discovery, support from nothing and liberation.
 Secondly, one must fully realize himself based on communication, trust, respect and love, this
is important because the leadership of one must be free of hate, anger, greed and lust.
 Thirdly, one must work with another for mutual benefit, one works with another because he is
working on realizing himself with another and another works with one because he needs to
completely realize himself with nothing. Growth and expansion is served.
 Fourthly, one must work with everything for mutual benefit, one works with everything
because he is working on realizing himself with everything and everything works with one
because it first needs to realize itself with one.

The leadership of one leads everything to eternity because eventually everything will be
able to work with everything. Time will not be wasted on the slave and master kind of ruling
because this is paralyzing everything from working and therefore leads everything to an untimely
ending. The socialist, communist and capitalist can now move towards the common objective of
realizing themselves first and let go of attempting to keep everyone in the past. How could one
lead others without successfully leading himself to complete self-realization? The world need not
go around searching for a fully realized one to take the reigns but everyone in the world must
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take the responsibility of daring the journey of self-realization completely. Peace, prosperity and
happiness can only be achieved in this way and we are going to learn the true potential of human
beings and everything else in our world. Now that I have discovered the present I can speak of
our world. Upon learning about the leadership of one, I asked myself if I have to spread the word
and have people learn what I just learnt but no I don't have to. I have to work on the leadership of
one completely without bothering any other about it because it is the only way that it may be
effective for me. Others will realize the leadership of one from nothing as I realize myself with
them and true liberation will reign in our world.

Everything will taking care of its own weight leading everyone to a liberal and completely
safe balanced world. When one works with another, it’s always challenging until one realizes
himself with the other and the other realize himself with nothing. Ignorant people have their own
way of doing things and liberal people have their own way. The risk and work pursued by the
liberal seem very stupid to the ignorant, however, the liberal has the responsibility to know and
understand that the ignorant couldn't have done it any other way. So knowing why things happen
the way they happen leaves one with the responsibility of letting them to themselves. An
ignorant person does not understand why one leaves a well-paying nine to five job to suffer
pursuing uncertain opportunities and this is fair because it is not for the ignorant to understand
such. It is different when coming to a liberal person, they know and understand that the ignorant
must do their part at their level until they cannot do it anymore. This is the way of elevation, a
grade ten pupil cannot be forced to remain in grade nine after having been found competent to
proceed. Most systems in our world acknowledge that creation is based on elevation, this only
fails when some people deliberately create categories based on the love of power and greed.

During the process of self-realization, progress may be hindered by the failure to learn a
lesson. For instant, when the ignorant displays themselves as such, I must know and understand
that it is their place without responding with anger. If I do respond with anger, then I fail a lesson
in communication because this is how the ignorant do things, then I will have to engage myself
and conquer anger. Knowing helps and it should not be misinterpreted because it is based on
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work. A high school pupil must know high school stuff but cannot be held responsible or judged
for not knowing university stuff. Creation is who I am, one is creation, meaning who I am is the
outcome of my complete self-realization journey. Manifestation is what I am, what I am is what I
become and everything I become is a complete part of who I am. Creation is the answer to who
am I and manifestation is the answer to what am I. Realizing myself with everything means, if I
am not this, I am that and this expression is what I become answering what am I. So, who am I
can only be answered in one way through creation, what am I can be answered in many ways
through manifestation. You cannot separate the civil engineer from his bridge, he designed it
expressing what he has become. The musician is exactly the music he makes, hence music is
measure and criticized based on growth and progress. Everything manifested must portray
everything creation portrays, work to discover it and support it to balance, talk to it, trust it,
respect it and love it because this is exactly what you will receive from your manifestation.
Failure to manifest in this way means you are ignorantly manifesting what you are because you
do not know who you are. Your manifestation has no foundation and therefore it will be based on
greed maybe lust or anger and be hateful. Such manifestation only lead to struggle and
frustration, its end is always guaranteed.

The discovery of the present prepares one for the discovery of what he is, the liberty to
become the thoughts he process. Technology is what beings in the world have become as they
answer the question of what am I. The manifestation of one is happening in the present
answering the question of where am I. this is why I said manifestation answers everything else
without who am I. knowing what I am gives me the position of where am I, including where do I
come from and where am I going. I found that I come from creation and I am going to creation
because every time I realize myself, I realize myself with nothing. Nothing created me and
nothing keeps on calling me to realize myself further. I deal with myself in the first second and
third person because I realize myself as me, you and everything. So I is one and only those who
complete their self-realization journey know I.

It is very interesting because as children we play and wrestle with the question of what am
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I without a full comprehension of who we are. Now as a fully aware person, I is my reference,
you and us and I do not need a mirror to refer to myself as you or us. The mirror is good for
those who need it for this kind of conversation and convincing.
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Supporting the present
It’s interesting how hard we work when we are faced with the end of something that we
like because we fight to protect it and finally learn new things to liberate it. Some relations thrive
even when spiced with a little bit of anger and lust, justified as a bit of balance, ‘good and bad’.
Soon as we realize that the relationship will end because of the anger and lust, we try by all
means to save it and we learn about communication and trust. We finally learn these things from
nothing if we fail to learn from the past and the future and this is the most challenging way of
learning something. This shows us that we choose to fight for certain things and leave others to
end either because of the lack of knowing or knowing. Regrets always follows the choices made
from the lack of knowing and fulfilment and liberation follows the choices made from knowing.
Imagine if the human race was to be quizzed about the first and second world war, some soldiers
would say, ‘I actually did not know…’ and some would say, ‘only if I knew, I would not sign
up’. Those who conspired and benefited the most from the war would also answer ignorantly.
Those who know did not partake in the war to benefit one opponent, they worked for the benefit
of the world and their answer would be, ‘the world was in a different level at the time and now
it’s elevated’.

I tell my truth even at the expense of the most wonderful relationships in business or
romance because if I fail to do so, the lies will frustrate me. If my truth was based on a lower
level yesterday than I am today, then my truth improves, I grow and my knowing is enhanced.
Yesterday I wrote a poem about my world observing everything from the beach and tomorrow I
write observing everything from space, does this make the poem I wrote yesterday false? If so
then our ancestors would not be true, yesterday would be a lie making tomorrow impossible and
today non-existent. Communication involves listening and talking and the two is always
happening at the same time, if not the communication fails. Feelings, the body and the voice are
completely capable of both. When nothing instructs a man to work, a man works on what he sees
when nothing was instructing the man to work on who he is. For instance, a man in the past
receives the instruction to work, he sees the future ahead of him and so he works very hard to get
to the future, either way the instruction is being fulfilled. Everyone must work on the past first to
get to the future, this is the only way to work on oneself, starting from where we are. So when a
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man gets to the future, he realizes I now know my past and I can learn from it, so he starts
cherishing the knowing from his past. Nothing instructs the man to work again and the man
looks ahead but ahead of him is the present this time, so he works on getting there. Upon
reaching the present, he realizes that he knows his future and his past and he cherishes this
knowing and he learns from it. Nothing knows that this man lives on his past and his future, so
he need to work again to realize who he really is and nothing instructs the man to work again.

The man gets confused and frustrates because he cannot see anything ahead of him, all he
sees ahead of him is the manifestation of his past and the future. So he starts working hard to
manifest his past and his future. Upon the manifestation of his past and his future, he feels
another sigh of relief and realize that he lives in the present because there is nothing behind him
and nothing in front of him. In the same way that nothing is supporting this work in the present,
it supports every work, the past and the future lest the man would be lost to his ignorant ending.
So the best way to start work is following yourself, focusing exactly on what you see with utter
trust to completely know it one hundred percent. Lately graduates come out of tertiary institution
and complain about the lack of jobs, whilst this is true, there is always something ahead of them
and they must work on it to know something and move on until they realize who they are. The
same scenario holds to the people who have no education at all including everyone with some
education, work on what is ahead of you, you will soon realize that you worked on yourself. The
creative principles says you cannot work on another or know another without knowing yourself
and man believes that he can work on another first. So creation accepts work as work because it
knows who did the work and where he is, so the lessons of what he did and where he did it
accrues to him. Creation cannot be cheated and it does not cheat and now you realize why you
started working on manifestation way before you manifested anything. This is because a man
works on what he sees, hence the famous suggestions that if you can see it you can be it.

However, many people work and end up wondering that after working so much the future
remains in front of me, why am I not reaching or becoming it? Well, based on the creative
principles this is because you are not done with the past and based on what you can see, it’s
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because you haven't reached it. More work will be required for both views to be fulfilled
correctly. So the reason we do not create backwards is because when we receive the instruction
to work, nothing is behind us and when we get to the future and the present we know what is
behind us. Wavering and futility would be concentrating on the things you already know, the
hindrance to growth and progress. Now imagine how challenging it may be to work on
manifestation before even knowing the past, many unfortunate things will happen to everything
you manifest until you go to other people for help. Creation is therefore simple in this way, trust
the instruction to do work and work on what you see because it helps reveal who you are and
where you are. During work respect everything you find through work because it is all you, no
matter how small or big it may be. Work on it until you balance it because you are going to love
the completely balanced version of who you are. During the support level, nothing already loves
who you are becoming and only when you liberate will you know your true nature and really
love who you are. The time has come for me to let the past be, let the future be and let the
present be.

The issue is not about what is in the past, what is in the future or what is in the present
because everything is there. The people I love and many other things I enjoyed holding onto
because of the sweet memories and some because of being highly protective but all these things
must grow too. I cannot be the hindrance to them because that will also hinder my personal way
forward. Becoming one means only that, how could I fight for oneness with another when I am
not one with myself and they are not one with themselves? I have to make a choice, either I
continue working for complete liberation or I hold onto my old self and with all the work and
knowing I gained along the way, I choose to completely know myself. I’d rather be alone with
knowing than ignorant with someone else. My feelings and my body agrees with me and so I
confirm it with my voice because I know that the other choice is not vital either for me or
everything else I care for. In order for me to completely be, I have to let others be and I let them
with a free heart. Everything mine will remain throughout till I manifest and celebrate my
creation.
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Even though I can see clearly and completely know what to do next for myself and the
level of interference is at its lowest, the interference is the strongest. I consider it be detachment,
to be one with everything I have to completely detach from everything. Only then will I be able
to move to the level of working with something as one so that I can realize that thing. The
creative principles do not agree with me working with something whilst I am still nothing, only
nothing does that. This is a lonesome journey but because of our nature of working on what we
can see ahead of us, many try to create themselves with others and it never happens. Right now, I
am focused on manifesting whilst I am naturally completing my support level in the present. I
found that I cannot rely on another to effectively communicate, trust, respect or love me here, all
this must come from me. The other will one day be able to communicate, trust, respect and love
himself when their time comes.
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Balancing the present
Having dealt with detachments, here I completely balance and liberate as one viewing the
nourishment of creation through into manifestation. From nothing, creation exhales life and this
life goes on to complete realization that guarantees eternal independency. Thereafter, creation
inhales and view the life created from itself, by itself and with itself. Now the created life exhales
to further realize its own creation within creation, however it does so completely supported by
creation because it is a complete portion of creation. This process of exhaling and inhaling is also
called the ebb and flow process, this is how creation extend itself into existence. Anything that
ceases to exhale and inhale ceases to exist and we already know why some things stops
breathing. It’s difficult for the process to continue successfully when life is out of balance, this is
the reason we work to maintain complete vital balance. When creation exhales, one comes into
life and works hard towards his own realization. In his first level, its work only and he discovers
himself in the second level, he gains support in the third level, so he is able to work and discover
himself again so that he can balance his first discovery and his second discovery. This is the
discovery of self and the other self, he balances on the fourth level. In level five, he goes deep
into the Centre of creation, more like he argues and query the benefits of his hard work. His
journey into the Centre of creation pays off because he comes out with nothing to work on level
six, for this entire level, he works, discover himself, gain support and balance with total support
from nothing.

The purpose for level six is for one to know the comfort and liberation of working and
living with total support from nothing. It’s more like he is promised this kind of support forever
if he continues his work until he is fulfilled with nothing. Then he proceeds to level seven where
he works and discover himself in the same level. Good enough effort by himself, trying to
achieve what he achieved working with nothing at level six. He continues to level eight where he
gains complete support for his work and he works even much harder to discover himself again to
balance. Here after, he gets into level nine, where he balances himself, then level ten is where
one realizes the promised eternal presence of nothing, the birth of the famous number ten and the
beginning of oneness. Here one is completely independent as he is fulfilled with nothing, the
level six promise is completely fulfilled at level ten. Now one can live all by himself with a
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complete power to create, from here I refer to it as manifestation. Then from here one will be
exhaling another one into existence and here birthing continues. Creation teaches us how to
create and then let us to it, the bases of infinite knowing and the expansion of life eternally. This
is the reason why one must learn the principles of creation from nothing because another will
share what works for him, nothing shares everything that works for creation. When one fulfils
himself with another, the other must fulfil himself with nothing first. It would be foolish and
futile for another to try fulfilling himself with one, he must first become one to fulfil himself
with one. Balancing in the present is complete liberation as creation is completely revealed. I
now know that throughout my work I always have nothing to support me and it’s the best feeling
I could have ever imagined. Some individuals went to school, when their lessons got tougher,
they did not leave but built permanent residents there. This happened so often that the entire
school became a private residential place that their children had to live there and attend school
elsewhere. This is the basis of chaos in the learning system of creation, individuals who try
school must go as far as they can and then graduate from the school to manifest their lessons in
life. The other scenario is where good student are promised better education and a rewarding life,
when they are going to be used for the benefit of someone else. These things disturb the
breathing of creation and one fails to completely realize himself. Unnatural interference affects
not only the one interfering but everything else around the world bringing an immature ending.
So one must work and learn until he arrives at the level where he can live with nothing forever
because here there is no unnatural interference or immature ending but only life eternal. This is
the point where sound has completely transformed to light, the instruction has become fulfilled
and only freedom reign going forward. I view this in the most simplest way, when your parents
says go wash the dishes, they will be happy to know that you do wash the dishes every time they
tells you to do so. However, they will never get off your back until you are able to wash the
dishes because you saw the need to do so.

The most interesting part in creation is that you will choose what you need to accomplish,
if you choose to be an engineer, you will have to engineer you own work. It’s unlike everyday
school where people learn engineering from other people’s work. In university you qualify as an
engineer for as long as you achieve the set pass mark, if its fifty percent then you are good to.
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However in creation you will need one hundred percent to pass and be qualified as an engineer,
lest your engineering work will not function. Imagine a software engineer that has his software
fifty percent coded correctly, he practically does not have a software. So we actually completely
liberate when we get to the point where we can do our work completely when it is needed
without having to be told that we must do so. Everything we use in our daily lives comes from
one who was able to find himself with nothing and worked to manifest something. I found that
all communications do not make much sense until worked out to finer details and this is because
I did not know. If you stand up to do something that was never done before, you will receive
help from nothing, so do not complain that you have nothing. Be grateful because everything
comes from nothing and you are now face to face with nothing, just apply yourself and stay
committed to your course till the end. The future is the Centre of existence, no wonder everyone
worry about their future when they should be working on it. The future is the promise of better
things but not the place where better things are and with a lack of knowing much more focus is
on the promise. The present however, is a place where promises are fulfilled and I find it
working for me to be here where I do not just long for fulfilment but be fulfilled. Mistakes,
embarrassment and judgment are a more profound part of the journey, it is only the failure to rise
above all these things over and over again that usher an early end to the journey.

Individuals do not need to be protected from creation but because of ignorance, there is
now a need for individuals to protect themselves against other individuals. Synthetic interference
has been growing to a point where individuals are not interested in working but to be saved from
some impending hell on the world. I did not find a single instant where one is responsible for
another’s work even when they work as a unit. It’s always one realizing himself with the other
and the other realizing himself with nothing. So working with another must always be based on
their own realization and yours, not just a selfish fleeting benefit. How could the very creation
that realizes itself through us gamble with its own realization? Creation is only after the highest
attainment of order in the present time, then how could it sabotage itself.

The unrealized that meets their fate early in the past are not under attack or killed by
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creation, they just render themselves obsolete and extinct by merely failing to adhere to the basic
principles of creation. Only the truth prevails against all circumstances and this is how creation
thrives through eons and eons of creating and expanding itself. Now that the present is balanced,
life is bound to thrive and manifest in ways beyond the past and the future.
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Realizing the present
I can now breathe because it really matters to me not because a window of fresh air has
been open for a moment. I became nothing working for my total freedom, tired of wondering if
things are really going well with me. Total liberation is more than everything I ever imagined it
to be, knowing everything and yet be free from it all. The possibilities of life are limitless before
me, every vital thing I ever initiated in the past and the future is now realized within me and
mine to manifest. I have fulfilled the instruction that had me hopping from place to place trying
to do this and that without clearly understanding what I should have been doing. I got to a point
where I was personally disgusted by the fact that I could not get myself together, however, I also
could not continue living like everything was okay. So I went deeper and deeper within to the
point where I found nothing within me. Total realization means I can work, support and liberate
my manifestation based on the six principle of self-realization like I was taught by nothing. Only
nothing creates and it creates unity, the realization of one. One manifests and it manifest eternity
considered by the creation of everything.

Creating something is a total expression of the creator, if the creation is vital and eternal
then we know that the creator is one but if the creation is struggling and fleeting, we know then
that the creator needs to work on himself to one. Vital eternal creation is based on one, one
continue to realize itself as many times as it creates something new. There should never be a time
where one idolize his creation or demand idolization from his creation because that leads to the
beginning of the end. The latter leads to dependency, no more working, loss of balance and lack
knowing. Therefore, eternity forfeit and a new series of struggle begins and the end comes. The
pages of history will hold on to the knowing of this one but for a limited time as nothings knows
everything all the times. The pain of the fallen one comes from the lack of balance because he
knows but chose ignorance anyway. The principles of creation never change and only one who
fell from manifestation and rose that high again know what it takes to completely heal one from
the wounds of falling. So clearly work is eternal because even the conquered hate, greed, lust and
anger will rise up to the stage soon as the opportunity present itself. So the importance of
knowing the principles of self-realization is for one to adhere completely to them because one
knows the consequences of none adherence. So knowing creation is knowing everything because
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with this knowing you can create anything. Know how to live and let live, know how to create
with others for your realization as you let them do it for their realization and know how to create
with everyone for your realization as you let everything to its realization. So knowing comes
with responsibilities because when things are not going right, I must work on making them right,
even when things are going alright, I must work on keeping them alright. The human race is
thriving on a beautiful environment, earth, the knowing ones work for this environment to
remain beautiful so that the races may thrive forever. The end is the same for everything, the end
of work, the end of knowing, the end of life, one end triggers another. The normal saying is that
one knows everything and it is true because everything is based on creation and one knows
creation.

I found the preamble to life for myself, where nothing realize itself as one. The need for
nothing to realize itself as one is the bases to all progress because it is the limitless seed of
creation. So nothing being manifest as one is the first level of manifestation and is the complete
bases of creation because every other manifestation is based on this one. When one realize itself
with another that is the second stage of manifestation and the third stage of manifestation is when
one realize itself with everything. Eternity is based on one who is completely manifested like
nothing and this one manifest another and everything like nothing until everything manifest
everything as nothing. This is what total realization is, it does not fall because it has nothing to
fall back on. If you have yourself to fall back on, you will be victimized by yourself based on
your weaknesses such as your fleeting desires and not by any other.

Nothing desires complete realization, so falling back on complete realization is not falling
back but progress. So manifestation happens in the present and every other thing before here is
work in progress, where the processing of thoughts triumph over thinking and logic. Logically I
was supposed to have done well according to society’s expectations, go to school, get a job, gain
experience, get a promotion and lead a reasonably functional family to a better future. Thoughts
are processed in the present leading to outcomes of the present, whilst thinking and logic is based
in the future and the past. In thinking and logic, separation and divisions are found based on the
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outcome of different great thinkers. In the present, oneness is found based on the thought
processing of one as realized by nothing through everything. For example, many people are
searching for their soul mates because they believe that they will have a better chance at
happiness once they meet them. So in religion people search through dreams and visions, whilst
those who are not religious search through dating efforts using the trial and error technique. The
knowing ones, work on themselves because they know that their happiness is completely
dependent on them. This is why total self-realization is based on independency and when two
independent people engage romantically there is no room for ignorance because they both know
the truth. The fact that many people get married before they completely realize themselves poses
a challenge to the marriage when an individual part engages himself to work on self-realization.
Starting with the things that we should finish with is caused by ignorance. It is ignorance because
knowing is buried deep within us and we ignore its call to work. There has never been a single
moment in existence where nothing was not inviting us to the present, we chose to engage on
other things before engaging on ourselves when it should be the other way around.

Happiness is the sum of communication, trust, respect and love, until you communicate
effectively with yourself, trust, respect and love yourself, you will never know happiness. So
happiness is in the present, all I had to do was work to get here. Many different people work
towards many different goals in life and that is good because every other individual working goal
leads to the present. If for example your goal was to get a fulfilling job in life, all fulfilling jobs
are in the present. So either way, you must fully realize yourself to be fulfilled by any and
everything you do in life. A fully realized soccer player will manage to fulfil himself working in
the different levels of the soccer profession or choose to branch into a completely new career.
It’s clear therefore that we must work on our complete self-realization first before going onto the
many other things we need to create in this world. Doing this fully understanding that it’s an
individual choice and therefore the individual approval is sufficient. The hope for judgment day
and heaven is based on a certain level of perfection that bares complete happiness elsewhere but
here. I however found that happiness is here and not elsewhere.
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Are all the different kinds of fights in the world based on total awareness first, the fight
against poverty, the fight against terminal ailments, and the fight against racism? Shouldn’t
people pay total attention on working for total self-realization? How do you engage in a fight
where you don't even know the right weapons to use? The true weapon towards complete
liberation is work and everyone needs to be free from poverty, ailments, racism and so forth. Not
a single person can give another any kind of freedom, where such cases exist, the freedom is
meaningless and subject to all kinds of interference.
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I found myself to be one with nothing, one with something and
one with everything I know.
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Manifestation
Could any single individual know all the different kind of things manifested in existence?
My response would be no but one knows the creation of every single manifestation in existence.
So knowing everything is knowing creation, the bases of all manifested things in life. This is the
point where one starts expressing himself exactly the same way nothing expressed him and his
truth will be known by everything in existence. If one is partial towards politics, then his
manifestation will be driven along those line and a great politician will be expressed by one. If
one is partial towards religion, science or philosophy, such will be his manifestation and a great
religious leaders, scientist or philosopher will manifest. When one is partial to many things then
so will his manifestation show. At the level of manifestation some manifest the past, some the
future and one manifest the present. The manifestation of the past to the future is growth and the
manifestation of the present is liberation. Growing includes all aspects of work because lessons
and support must lead to the liberation of this manifested work. Validating the fact that people
should become one and manifest themselves as such. However even the levels of manifestation
are different, one manifesting by himself means he has realized himself once only, one
manifesting himself with another one has realized himself twice and one manifesting himself
with everything has realized himself many times.

I now imagine one who lives within a family of ones, this family will be manifested as a
very vital and dynamic family based on the manifestation expressed by the ones, whether alone
or as a unit of unity. This manifested family will impact the manifestation of the community, the
country and the world. It should be noted that even those manifesting the past or the future
contribute to the total manifestation of the family, community, country and the world. However,
a small challenge always exist where they do not see things in the same light. This is supposed to
be so because the past does not know the future and the future does not know the present, so
views are bound to be different. Everyone will resolve to their way when facing conflict, the past
will unleash war with the intention of eliminating what is viewed as opposition. The future will
seek advise from those who know better and the present will work with everyone to resolve the
conflict. The latter scenario interfere with progress and result in necessary ending of the
irrelevant so that the truth may prevail. Natural interference does not lead to the end, it is only
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the orchestrated interference that lead to the end of lies and struggle is teaching us to never
manifest ourselves as lies. Until the past elevates to a knowing past, the future elevates to a
knowing future and the present elevates to a knowing present will all manifestation be here and
viewed by everyone in the same light. One manifest things that helps everyone to work, express
and remain here for longer without interfering with any other in existence. So total realization
allows everyone to have total consideration of everything as they work on manifestation. How
will my work affect humans, animals, trees and the entire natural Habitat is the responsible
question to ask? This is the point where one uses the principles to become this and that because
he knows that the only way for him continue realizing himself is through work.

The universal system is limitless because of endless manifestation, so why should we wait
for alien help if we have the same abilities with alien beings. It’s always easier to pass the bug
when you don't know and avoid responsibility, we are equally capable to go out and work with
alien beings for their own realization as we realize ourselves with them. As one manifest, time
and space become no barriers for advancement and deep space explorations because one knows
that the only barrier is ignorance. However, I imagine that space and time exist as barriers for the
safety of the sluggish individuals who think along a straight line. Those who would walk into a
shop without money and attempt to get out with groceries are well deserving of barriers as they
are a threat to their own progress. Imagine the one who processed and gave us sugar out of sugar
cane, the one who looked inside timber and saw paper, the one who came up with a washing
machine, the one who built a car, a plane and so forth. This is the continuous realization of one to
manifest the vastness of this universal system we live in. A debate may arise at this point saying,
‘if all these technologies came from one they would not be detrimental to our environment
because one knows that the environment must not be interfered with’. The latter is true but
remember that the past and the future are manifesting themselves in distinguished ways.

So to overcome the threat faced by our environment through manifestation, the past and the
future must continue working and the present must realize itself with them continuously to
improve the present situation. The ultimate challenge is when those in the past only do work to
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manifest riches, they tend to overly protect their manifestation irrespective of the impact it has on
the natural environment. It then become difficult for one to realize himself with them as they
struggle to see any other better manifestation than the one they have. They are also consumed by
the love of power, something they use riches to gain. I have already spoken to length about the
natural creative phenomenon that deals with struggling individuals, however, working with them
helps everyone as we tend to realize ourselves with them as they realize one. Clearly everything
in creation is in good order, not even the survival of fish or a spider is left to chance, and those
that work will thrive the longest. For a very long time I did not know what was special about me
but now I know that work is what makes me special in creation and it makes me special to
creation. I care about how I manifest as one without interfering with any other’s manifestation
only because this is the only way I achieve my total happiness with everyone. School is one of
the most important things that must manifest right for the benefit of the learner and it makes me
wonder why it is not based on the principles of creation.

School should teach like nothing because they are dealing with children who must
eventually face nothing to become one. School should be based on the lessons of
communication, trust, respect, love and liberation and further emphasize guidance on the feeling
of need, work, discoveries, support and balance and realisation. This is the responsibility of the
elders to the children so that thriving families may be manifested. Mathematics, science,
philosophy, art, politics and every other subject of interest are based on the principles of creation.
So if we are not teaching at school based on these principles what are we aiming to manifest with
our education? So the influence that the past have on the manifestation of all these things must
be clearly understood and respected knowing that they must work learn and elevate to let loose
their love of power. For all these manifestations there is a need to be supported and balanced to
fully know the past and the future, then be manifested in the present. I have spoken about the fear
of separation but one knows that it can never be separated and therefore it does not harbor fear.

People are scared to lose their jobs, cars, houses, families, power and every other thing they
don't understand exactly how they came to achieve. The fact is people shall lose all these things
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because they did not base their work on the creative principles that manifest eternity. Actually
people will also lose their physical bodies and their existence because of fear, so everyone need
to conquer fear to create eternal life.
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Manifestation of one with another
This is where one start manifesting his uniqueness with another being without interfering
with their lessons. Many have referred to one at this level as teacher, master, and father and so
forth because one displays his knowing with another being and because one is learning how to
work with another without interfering with their journey. One is not here to save this being he his
manifesting himself with this being and this being is not here to serve one. Both are working
together to realize themselves, the other being is working to realize himself as one and one is
working to realize himself with another being. Unchecked interference may lead this union
astray, where one is now served by another being. If one does not let this being to himself, he
will not have much to learn from him and his quest to realize himself with this being will be
unsuccessful. In the same tone, if this being does not let one to himself, he will not learn from
one and his quest to realize himself as one will be unsuccessful. So it’s good to learn from those
who are fully realized but it’s not vital for anyone to teach because even the realized one must
learn from this being they are manifesting with. This means, not every instruction must be
broken down to its simplest characters because the one issuing the instruction will be partial
towards his experience. When instruction is issued very well to ten people, it will yield ten
different realization from these people. If someone had to interpret the instruction to ten people,
none of these people would realize themselves from it.

If you are realizing yourself through dreams, an opinion from another will derail your
interpretation of the dream. If you are realizing yourself through numbers, an opinion from
another will derail your interpretation of the numbers. The dream is you talking to yourself and
the numbers is you talking to yourself, so trust, and respect and love yourself enough if you need
to realize yourself through your own instructions. Therefore, when you are working with another,
learn from them, do not copy them because this will derail your realization and theirs.
Manifesting with another includes material things, know who you are and the things you own
will not control you. Your riches must not dictate your feelings, it should be your feelings that
dictates the amount of riches you are going to manifest in life because your feeling are based on
your needs. One succeeds to realize himself with nothing, he can therefore realize himself with
anything he feels the need to realize himself with. I found that believing makes me wait much
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longer that knowing does for me. With knowing I work on manifestation, I do not wait for the
unknown as lounging in the unknown may lead me to my demise without notice. A believer’s
existence end with hope because that is what they bought, a little bit of knowing would change a
believer to a fighter, a fighter work and so they do not die. It is therefore irresponsible for one to
start teaching and dispensing promises to individuals who would otherwise work and realize
themselves as one. An individual who chooses to deify one during the union of realization is
ignorant of his own journey and will not realize himself as one. However, when one and the
individual remain focus on their personal communication, trust, respect and love, they liberate
and start communicating effectively with each other, trust, and respect and love each other. In
this way one helped another to realize himself as one and the other helped one to realize himself
with another.

Blames and complaints are the expression people give when they normally do not know
why things transpire the way they do. It gets so intense that people start blaming and
complaining about their own lives because they lack informed understanding about the things
they express. A person will never succeed in destroying or ending another person’s life, except
when given permission by the person being destroyed. Actually taking us back to the point that,
people end their own lives because of ignorance. The self criticism that render your life invalid
to be expressed are the things that one learns from you during the union of learning from each
other. You learn about how to overcome yourself destructive ways from one, the way he deals
with himself inspires you to try new things in your life and grow. It is useless to complaint when
rail falls, when the sun is hot, when the snow falls or when a violent tornado hits our settlements.
Those who know that these things happen, prepare and protect themselves accordingly and the
ignorant suffer from impact. It’s very important to know that it does not matter how hard we
neglect and destroy our environment, we will not succeed in ending its existence because we are
the one who will suffer for our ignorant actions.

Our environment knows how to handle itself and eliminate threats, it knows how to heal
and thrust forward. So our ignorant behavior continues to render civilization obsolete as we are
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fascinated by our detrimental scientific toys that have the potential of blowing our world apart.
Again, I ask myself who will suffer. I find that the ignorant will as they have no concept of the
indestructible one that is everything, pieces of a physical world blown to bits is exactly that and
life continues for the fully realized one. When one has learned how to work with another, they
continue to total realization and the individual who just became one will also work with another
individual until we get to the point where we are all one. When we all become one, it does not
mean that we become a single super being, it means that we are all totally realized as one. We all
acquired the complete knowing of who we are and are now using this knowing to manifest
creation diversely, lest manifestation would come to an end when everyone is manifesting the
same thing. Today manifest newly every time but it remains and it remains today, if today would
manifest the same, it would simply be yesterday. The work done to become one that enlightens
us to continue on the journey of one without interfering with another one. This is how balance is
maintained, lest we would be watching colliding stars every night in the sky. It is not because
some super being has created them perfectly in place not to interfere with each other, it is
because they worked long enough to know interference is destructive for themselves. So they
communicate effectively, trust, respect and love each other. However, they are continuously at
work and that alone makes lessons from the stars impeccable. Knowing does not limit us to the
physical, it is the bridge that connects one to the unlimited eternal world filled with possibilities
that we learn from so that we can manifest a healthy world.

I process my thoughts along the lines of being one with the rivers, meaning as I have
realized myself as one, I must not interfere with the oneness of the river. A river must flow
because that’s how it breathe life into itself. I must only collect the quantity of water that is going
to serve me without having to capture the river’s life into misery. So it is immaterial whether one
shares his breakthrough with the other individual or not but the individual must never use one’s
breakthrough as his own. Using someone else’s breakthrough derails growth like giving away
your entire earnings from work with someone who does not work at all. Everyone must achieve
their own breakthrough that leads to total realization and liberation. So if we work together, you
will know what I find but that should only serve as inspiration for you to find your own things.
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Manifestation of one with everyone
Becoming one with myself helps me work from the unseen to manifest things into the
physical where I have to work with everyone to realize them. Being at work with everyone
seems like an impossible mission but I do not see it that way because I simply have to continue
my self-realization work without interfering with other people’s work. At the level of everything,
I work with ignorant beings, fully realized beings and beings who successfully realized
themselves working with others. So I know how it’s like to be ignorant and also how it’s like to
elevate into knowing. I do not desire to stand in the way of anyone whether doing work or lazing
around for everyone rises up when their time comes and if they fail to rise up, they disappear
with their ending. This is why I do not act based on beliefs because beliefs will have me
interfering and promising other people milk and honey. Knowing guides me to lessons that lead
me to forever, whether such lessons come from the ignorant or other knowing individuals it’s not
important. So should we teach others how to elevate to one? No, but we can share with others
how we elevate ourselves every time through work.

It’s clear now why motivating others is only good for a specific project but not the people
involved, until such a time where the motivational speaker inspires the people without promises.
Employers motivates employees with a long list of incentives but they still do not become fit to
create and run their own companies from nothing. However, these employees will work long
hours, including weekends and holidays without complaining just to fulfil the employer’s project
plans. Once an individual gets on his own journey of self-realization, the environment created by
the employer will not fulfil this individual and without much knowledge, he will try other
employers until he knows it’s no longer possible to serve under employment privileges. It’s only
at this point where an individual becomes nothing and works on his journey of self-realization
and this work leads to unlimited expression of self. I do not need people to follow me to prove
that what I am saying is true but I need people who are telling the truth for themselves because I
will learn something from them. I do not need to work with people who are waiting for
instruction from others to get the work done, I need those who take instructions from themselves.
I however am able to work with the people who follow me and those who take instruction
because I followed others and took instructions at some point in my life. Manifesting myself with
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everyone requires that I maintain my course of effective communication, trust my work, respect
myself and love myself so that I can maintain my liberal state. In this way, I will communicate
effectively with others, trust their work, respect and love them. I base my entire life on feelings,
not expectations based on things I have no knowledge of so that every time I work, my actions
are based on knowing. This is why I am the only one who knows my life path better than any
other individual. I did not find a single point in my journey where I could simply download my
destiny records in life or gifts for being a special person, so all I learn throughout is that work is
rewarded with knowing and knowing is always expressed through the manifestation of one. I
always imagined a world where everyone knows himself, in the past I would imagine this world
to have everyone I know and love elevated. Now I know that for continuous growth, creation
will always have the past, the future and the present. Being able to accumulate riches does not
mean I am able to make people rich and wealthy, mine is to share my lessons and those who get
the inspiration learn from themselves and elevate above poverty. It goes the same way with
maintaining a healthy mind and a healthy body, it’s not possible for me to teach other people
how to stay healthy, I share my lessons to inspire and those inspired learn from themselves. Once
I start teaching, I will be creating interference against the natural flow of creation because people
will stop working and wait for my solutions, thereby leading everyone to a stagnant world
guaranteed to end soon. When the business owner is ignorant and the potential employee has
elevated himself to knowing, the relationship fail because this potential employee needs to work
with the business owner for mutual benefit but the business owner wants the potential employee
to work for them for maximum benefit.

I continue to work with other people for as long as I do not compromise my liberty and
theirs, I do not need anyone to be my sub as much as I do not need to be a sub to anyone. For
example, a parliamentary cabinet does not work for the president but must work with the
president. The entire members of parliament do not work for the country, it works with the
country. For as long as we have someone working for another, we will continue to have victims
of poverty and ill health for when everybody knows how to work, everybody achieves liberation.
Totally realized people are liberated from poverty and ill health, they are liberated from slavery
and every other kind of submission. With a narrow view, it might have looked like the ultimate
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achievement to have a world without a world war but we can have a world without war at all.
Political stability and religious progress is not the ultimate form of stable leadership the world
will ever know. Political and religious leaders will find the need to work and lead themselves
first before getting into the chain of leading others whilst they are still being led by others,
creating a chain of struggles.
 Now I manifest myself with submissive political and religious leaders as much as I manifest
myself with totally realized political and religious leaders.
 I manifest myself with homeless people and people who have enough room to host a village
but keep it to themselves.
 I manifest myself with those who are suffering from ill health and healers.
 I manifest myself with teachers and their leaners.
Realizing myself with everyone in these different and opposite categories proves that some
are working and some are not but I cannot get people to work even if I can become the most
successful inspirational speaker worldwide. People only start working once they feel the need to
do so. I therefore choose to continue manifesting myself in as many ways as I feel the need to,
without ever teaching anyone how to. Frakush Nakush, a journey from me to myself is manifest
for myself expression and those who read with me may be inspired by the lessons I learn. I
express lessons from deep within, here listed in chapters from nothing to the present. From the
same deep level after working and learning from myself, I found that I can manifest my lessons
with another and with everyone. Most people know that it is very challenging, to express feelings
with words, more especially feeling that come from nothing, something I view as an effort of
sharing my emptiness for my own understanding. If I do not do this, I would struggle for a longer
period in my life even though I already have learnt the lessons to liberate myself. It is commonly
called conversations with myself, it helps me as the writer because I needed to read it for my
own progression in life.

Often people wake up with dreams and wonder what it means, with me its feelings that are
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creating my life experiences and even my dreams are based on my feelings. So far I have put
down the preamble of the emptiness in my mind, something that I found from nothing.
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